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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Man

has a life; he also, however, realizes that one

day it should come to an end, yet in the depth of the
human heart, whether it is explicitly expressed or not,
there is a strong desire tor life, for a long, even an
everlasting life.

Someone said that the basic goal and

aim of every religion was "life" in one fol'm or other.

The Christian religion is no less eager than other
religions for seeking the life.

~!-

~e are asked to reply ;I -

in a single word. t~· the question, "What does the Gospel
otter to the world?"

our answer must be:

"life."

Jesus

came down from heaven to the world in order that the world \

I

He said, "I am the bread ot lite, 1
~ l scripture
and again, "he who believes has eternal lite."

might have lite in Him.

is full of the word "lif'd' ;· and all truth revealed in the \
Bible is ultim;)ely,. ~"levant to 111'e.

Indeed, the only

purpose ot Jesus to ' oome .. to ' the world is to bring lite

to all mankind.

It is quite oorreot that Brunner states,

"The doctrine ot man does not oooupy a prominent position
2
in t4e Bible. "
Nevertheless, we must not ove: look the

1John 6: )S ,47.
2 Em11 Brunner, '!'he Christian Understanding ot Man
(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 19381 P• J.l;I.-

il.
I

2

other fact that the whole divine revelation in Scripture
concerns man.

No one ever questioned that Christ and His

kingdom is the center of the Bible, yet if there is no
man who is created by God in the image of God, God would
not have sent His only begotten Son to the world to die
for us.

So that, on one hand, Christ is the center of the

Bible, and on the other hand, man's lUe is the main subject ot the Bible.

Man

has a unique position in Scripture,

not as an initiator, but a recipient of God's love, grace
and first of all, or life.
Man's life is created by God.

He does not need a

theory of the meaning of life in order to begin living.
Sinoe the very moment of being created, man as a creature
lives in the relation with God,
or not.

whether he realizes it

The meaning of life is nothing but to know what

relationship is there between God and man.

Not only is

man created by God through the divine act, but also every
moment of his life is sustained by God.

Thus life is en-

trusted to man, but the ultimate authority of the lite
still belongs to God.

Scripture reveals the truth that :/'I

man's tragedy began with the rejection ot this absolute
divine authority over human lite.

l
1,

It is true that "then
'

is no reason to rejeot the results ot physical anthropology•
psy9hology 1 anatomy, • • • and philosophioal anthropology,")

) ~ . p. 11+2.

3

yet an attempt to understand man from a purely soient1t1c
standpoint fails to see the relationship between God and
man.

"From the standpoint of the Chl'istian religion, human

nature is something whicll is oel'tified by God as inherently
worthwhile and that • • • it has oel'te.in definite characteristics vrhioh must be respected, preserved, and developed. " 4
The Christian doctrine of hum.an nature as a section

of theology is fundamentally built upon the basis of the

divine revelation in Scripture, and looks at .man in his
relation to God.

Therefore, the study of man's life in

theology has its own principle whioh is different from
that of soienoe or philosophy.

Since Christian anthro-

pology is based on the divine revelation, there must be
no oontradiction between theological and scientific know1edge oonoerning life, but we oannot expect to get every
detail of soientifio answer ot human nat~re out of the

Bible.

We aooept the doctrine of .man 1n the Bible, beoaus~

it is the divine revelation for man's salvation and 1n whioh
the problem of life is being solved in Christ.

Basically,

Christian anthropology presupposes taith in God and His
Word; unless man has faith 1n God, he cannot know what is
God's plan for man.

I.n Scripture God reveals what man was,

is, and will be in Christ.

York:

The whole Bible is nothing but

4-E. L. Masoall, The Importance ot Being Human (New
Columbia University Press,

1958)

p. 24,.

4

the compl ete account of the course ot human life in whioh

Ohi:ist b1.w mt:1.d.e a unique intel'f el'enoe through His incarnation,
dea t;h e.nd xes urzieotion.

SU1'ely, life is the main theme

or

the Bible and the

Bible ia tull of the word "life," y~t, strangely enough,
life has never become a main issue in theology.

Although

few pages are reserved in the various text books

or

Systematic

Theology, dealing with eternal life in their last chapters
under the subject of the " last things," life as a whole is
rather being neglected by theologians.

It does not mean,

however, that the word "life" is put aside in Christianity.
On the contrary, this word is one of the most frequently used
words in Christian w:ritings and sermons.

In spite ot such

a frequent use and significant meaning of the word "life,"
it is taken for granted, without giving it a preoise theo-

logical definition.

There must be some reasons why suoh

an imp~rtant and widely used word is neglected.

First

of all t~e Bible itself uses this word "life" in Vat'ious
meanings.

Sometimes the word denotes the ve~y essence ot

God as 1n saying,. "God is life."

In other oases it has the

meaning of lite of man (also animal) in an e~sential sense.
Aud again, 1n other . places, it is used for describing the

manner or the course of life of man.

Such a wide range ot

usage, ot course, makes it difficult to define its precise
meaning and to use ~t as a technical term in theology.

Nevertheless, it is a great loss tor Christian anthropolo81'

5
that we did not give an appropriate position to it 1n
theology.
The second reason far negleotlng the meaning of life
in theology may be the influence of Greek terminology concerning human natu~e which is adopted in the New Testament •
.Before the translation of the Hebrew Bible into the G:reek

language, the Greek language had begun to take over the
place of the Semitic language a1nong the Jewish people.

No

doubt, the Septuagin·c had made a great impact on the Greek
world, but on the other hano. it had also paved a way for

Greek thought to come in contact with the Hebrew ideas.
Supposing that the translators of the Septuagint tried to
transmit the exact Hebrew meaning through the .new language
they nmv adoptea., 1 t is conceivable that no ma ttex what
effort they did make, it was impossible to render the same
thought without soni.e defections, because these two peoples
had divergent cultural backgrounds upon which they built
their respective systems of thought.

Admitting that at

the time ot the translation ot the Septuagint, Hebrew thought
did not change along with taking over the Greek terminology
and that they we:re able to lceep their original meanings in

the eucoessive centuries, one thing is obvious that at least
the favorite use of certain words in translation was a determining faotor in choosing the terms in later literatures
including the New Testament which is v,ritten 1n the Greek
language.

Fol' instance, in the Hebrew Bible, more than halt

6

o:f the uses of the word

Uir:J .J

had the meaning of life

rather than soul in the Greek sense, but in the Septuagint
this WOl'd is generally l'ender ed
English.

1fU X j

In :f'aot, there vra.s a Greek word

for fJOul in

}w )f

which

probably more closely resembled the original meaning of the
Hebrev, word

\2./ 1:J ..J

use of the word

in many oases, but the more frequent

:,;;uXJj

c,p #

U *'

resulted in the idea of life whioh

the Hebrew wol'd conveyed, to retreat from the scene and the
I
oonoep t of the Gr eek word
LJ
became do.minan t. For

l/J X iJ

another example, it might be l argely Paul's own choice that
,....,

he uses the term }'Z'VS l.t.!,l lo( , spirit to a great extent in
his anthl'opology, covering almost every idea related to the
life or man.

However, the evidence shows that not only· the

Hebrew word

fJ ;'}l

for TC V 8

J.~to<,

has already become

a significant word to denote the high altitude of man's life
in relation to God, but the Greek word I L V E, (-!/ l u x: is also

much used in Greek anthropology at his time.
Such an

influence on the use of a particular word has

been continuing in the course of the development of Christian
anthropology.

Though there are considerable number of tb.e

word "life" appearing in the New Testament, yet beoause ot
.....

the po~lar use of the Greek words, ;rV.£ Uf l~

8JJiJ.UlcJ.J_,,l~ , it seems that the
is rather obsoured.

J

, lp U ,(I/ ,

full meaning of "life"

Consequently, the popular mind regards

lite as something which belongs to the realm of ideas alld
must be interpreted in a spiritual way.

Thus the oonorete

r
7
sense of human 11:f'e is lost and the v1ords "spirit," "soul"
and ''body" are dominant in Christian anthropology as in the
Greek idea of human nature.

Life is the main feature in

the Bible and the wo!'ds, "spirit," "soul11 and "body" must be
subordinate to "life."
Throughout this paper, the word "life" is used in only
one meaning, namely that which is somewhat similar to the
popular use of the phl'ase, "principle of lif'e" in an attempt
to desoribe life in reference to its essence.

However, it

mu.st not be taken as a synonym of the n1if'e" in the Bible.

In fact, it is our task in this paper to distiD~uiah the
difference between the life in Biblical sense and ~he so-

called "principle of life" in secular usage a rid even in common
understanding of Christians.

1he reason for mentioning this

in connection with our discussion of' life, is merely to have
a general boundary of usage of this wo!'d, from which we may

proceed to study the conception of life in s~riptu:re.

It

is very important to understand correctly the meaning of
life 1n the Bible, not only because

,,e

as Christians must

know What the Bible teaches about life, but also it is the

key for interpreting other doctrines of Oh~istianity.

For

instance, the problem of the unity of body and soul, the
immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the body and
even the proper understallling of the .!!1Y'Stery of the incarnation and the two natures

or

with th6 oonception of lite.

Chl•ist, are all closely related

or

course, it is not our task

; CO: ,COR01.t.\

J. I

~ll~
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to discuss all these problems here, but it is necessary to
point out that there is such a close relation between the
oonoeption of life and other doctrines, in order that we
might be fully aware of the significance ot the meaning of
life in theology.

The term "life" is used 1n the meaning

of all-inclusiveness in Scripture, therefore, a study of lite

demands us to examine otl>.er tar.ms in the Bible, whioh are

related to life.

CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPTION OF LIFE IN THE OLD '£EST.AMENT
To study the scriptural conception of life. the proper
place to begin is the Old Testament, not only because it is
the rir st part of the whole Bible and chronologically formed
prior to the New Testa.men t, but also because all the ideas
in the New T~stament have originated in the Old Testament
from which they are developed and enla rged and purified.
There is an unbroken continuity between the Old and the
New Testaments.

Therefore, without an adequate knowledge

of the Old Tes tam.en t thought, it is difficult to make a
successful approach to the New Testament thought.

Accordingly,

any treatment of Biblical thought must concern ~e whole Bible,
but it is partioul8.l'ly necessary for exaro1nil'J.g the meaning of
life.

As

we know, the New Tes tam.en t was writ ten in the Greek

language, in which the writers had to use Greek terminology
for the expression of Hebrew thought inherited from. the Old
Testament; therefore, if we are not familiar with Hebrew
thought which is behind those Greek words, we might be in
danger ot misinterpreting the Biblical oonoeption 1n
accordance with the Greek ideas.
The Old Testament consistently views man's lite in its
totality and concreteness; not man has life, but man is lite.
Talking about man, the Hebrew immediately and constantl7
thinks of his whole lite as it is manifested in various
\·.J
I

10

aspects.

The term "life" is an all-inclusive word, implying

the very existence of man an~ all_his aoti~ities.

To

the

Hebrew life is not only momentary existence, but a continu-

ing process moving forward to oert~in de~tiny without ceasing.
So the word "life" not only denotes the essence of 11:f'e,
but also includes the manner, du.ration and mode or life.
Life is always something visible and invisible.

l

We often

hear the so-called "principle of life" which is applied
to something which can be separated from the .manifestations
of life, as if the essential part of man which makes .man
alive.

But such an idea is not familiar to the Hebrew,

because he knows man's life only in the empirical phenomena
as a corporate being.

It is not the case that there is

something, called "principle," which manif~sts all the
phenomena through body, but the phenomena themselves are
life itself.

Furthermore, life is the final essence by

itself, and any attempt to abstract something out of the
total life inevitably destroys the whole life.
does not know what the principle ot lite is.

'lhe Hebrew
If one desires

to use such term, then, according to the Old Testament, it
oannot be sought in man himself, but in God who gives the
life of man.

Only God is the Creator and sustainer of .man's

11:re.

1Johs Pedersen, Isra~l, Its Life and Oult~e (London:
Oxford University Press, l926t p. 101.----

ll

It seems that tor some reasons many people would like
to use this phrase "the prinoiple of life," applying it to
the essence or lire, as they think, in the place of the
word "soul."

But the question is this:

How f'ar can this

phrase "the principle of 11:f'e" convey ·the Biblical meaning
·1

of life?

There is no doubt that the Greek word

)

lf l.l X '1J 1a

easily misleading people to have a v,rong ·conception of' life

in Soriptu:re.

Yet "the principle of life" is no better

than soul either.

At any rate, Scripture does not provide

any idea like the principle of life.

.---------

To the Hebrew man is

a frail corporal being in his entirety which does not permit
any further analysis.

The primitive mind began to know

man as he visibly appeared, as a physical organism.

-----·-

The

obvious difference betv1een living and non-living lies in the
presence or absence ot breathing.

So that breathing is not

only a sign of a living_.J>~~- but that- lath~ life of .man.
In th-e-.O.l.~~~n·t severa~ words are used for denoting

life.

For a better understanding of the Hebrew oonoeption

ot lite, it is desirable to trace it back to the original
meaning of the related words.

This is not an easy task to

modern man, because the ancient mind never defined a word

precisely e.s modern man does.

Granted we could analyze and

reconstruct the thought of the ancients, it would still be
far from what they actually sensed and used in their life.

The first word whioh the Hebrew used to express life 1s'7!.rt
TT

1n its verbal form.

According to Gesenius in his Hebrew

l2

lexicon, the original meaning of this word is "tq__preathe"

'

.

and is etymologioally the same as the Greek words yfX. u} ,
I

JD< IA)

)

( to live) ~nd 0(

I

;,/

w )

D( '7/f-'l

L,

L. Koehler says that the Hebrew word

(

to breathe} o

fl ;

n

has a comm.on

I

origin with other branohes of the Semitio language, like
Syrian, Arabic and Aramaic.

In the Old Testament the basic

usage of this word is to denote "to exist" or "to ' live,"
for to the Hebrew " to exist" always means "to live" when
it is referred to a living being.

n ~ I~

word

Various forms of the

ooour in the Old Testament more than 200 times.

In the English B:tble, many cases are simply rendered "to be"

in various forms of conjugation.

In other oases, it is more

clearly translated for "to live."

The Hebrew believed that

- .

man's life oame to exist by the life-giving act of God and
it lasted as long as God sustained it.

So there was no dis-

tinction between "to liv-e" and- "to exist" as far as a living
man was concerned.

The Hebrew thus not only equated "to

live" with "to exis~" but also to him "to live" always meant

the life in its fullness as God had blessed.

2

Therefore, a

life oould have different degrees according to the state ot

its fullness.
The adjective form!/ (

1 CJ) ooours about 200 times 1n

the Old Testament and more than half of them are ascribed
to God as "living God," in oontrast with other gods which

2

Ernst SQhmitt, Leben (Ger.many:

1954~ P• 16.

Verlag Hereder Freiburg,

l.J
are dead.

The Hebrew believed that his God was the only

living God who had life and oreated life for all living
creatures.

So sometimes the Heb1few simply said, "God is

life," reterring to His very essence.

Of course 1 it is used

for m.e.n as well as animals to describe the living oondition,
but on the other hand, this word (
to non-living things.

. ., n }is

also applied

For instance, when the Hebrew describes

spxing or running water, he calla them "living water. n.3

is not so clear that in what a ens a the Hebrew word (

)

It

Cl }

is used in this oase, whether in view of the motion of water

or in thinking that water has a power of healing or refreshing man.

All living is su·ostantially used as a synonym of

all men, sometimes even including animals too.
11
The noun r o:rm. (
rundamen ta11y denotes tne

r:P ., n- )

physioal lite with i"ts full power and manifestations.

In

.many oases, like its verbal form, it has the connotation ot
the blessed, happy and Joyous life,

The Hebrew oonsidered

illness as the opposite of life in a relative sense, and
on the oont~ary, healing is the recovery of lite.

AB we

shall see later even death is looked upon as a miserable

form of life, referring to the oontinuanoe ot life.

While

the word has suoh a meaning of denoting the d~ation of l.~e,

3oen. 26:12; Lev. 14:5; Jer. 2:lJ.
4Josh. 5:8; Job 14:14; II Kings 4:7, 8:8.

14
it has never been used to express the meaning of eternal
li!'e in the Old Testament with the only exception

or

Dan. 12:2, "Many of those who sleep in the dust of the
earth shall awake, some to everlasting lite, and some to
shame and everlasting contempt. n

The wo.r d

CJ 1

~

n

"-

has

been used not only in a practical sense vri th reference to
the mere duration of one's personal existence, but also in
ideal sense as one's well-being.

There is no such word in

the English language which is equivalent to the Hebrew word
of life, and has such an abundant meaning.

When the New

,\

Testam<n t uses the word "life" for eternal life, it does not

j

only indicata the endless living with reference to the sensed
of tim.e, but includes every blessedness of God.

To

the

Hebrew, it is already clear and there is no neoess1ty to

Jf

\
I

modify this word "llfo" by any other illustl'ation, because

\

1:f one has life, he has the all.
In the Hebrew mind t.hexe is only one life.

Death 1s

reckoned as a so~t or shadowy cmd .miserable state of lite.
Nevertheless, the life which God has given to .man continues
without annihilation.

J. Pedersen says,

life and death are not two sharply distinguished spheres,
because they do not mean existence or non-existence.
Life is something whioh one possesses in a higher or
lowe; degree (Jud. 15:19) • • • • Life is the opposite
of m.j,.sery and identical with joy.5
SJ. Pedersen, Israel, Its Lite and Culture (London:
oxrord University Press, 19~ p;-I;~

15
In the Hebrew $ind man's life is indissolubly assooiated
with this body originated in dust or the earth, because the
body is al~o an integral part of man's life.

1:J '1 . :;" n
- is

So the word

even greater than the universe, denoting the

life whioh has a beginning but no end.

The divine revela-

tion of eternal life and the resurrection of the body which
have been fully appeared in Chl'ist, can be conceivable only
in the view of the profound meaning of the life in the -Old
Testament.
The second word in the Old Testament concerning life
for our consideration is
wol'd is mostly rendered

v,J ~

j

J C.

.-,g.,.

"

0

1/J U )( 7'

•

Unfortunately, this

in the Greek language,

then soul in the English Bible, which has a strong flavor
of Greek connotation.

We have already mentioned that the

\J.,( ~ j

in many oases simply means "life."

Hebrew word

..

t'> <:J

... '

•'

-~
- .. -

The root or '\.1,/ ~ _} is uncertain, yet it has been suggested
~

by many scholars that it originally meant "neok."

6

Apparently,

Isaiah used it in this sense, describing the wiokedness of
Jerusalem in his day:
Therefore
Sheol had widened i ta thr oa. t ( 'lJ./ ..:J J
And open·e d its mouth without limit;
·.~ ... ..
And down shall go h~ pride and clamour,
Her tumult, and he that exulteth 111 her.

6

),

L. Koehler, Old Testament TJ:teol~, translated trom
Gtrman by A. s. Toacf""(Philadelphle.:
Westminster Press,

19S7). P• 142.

e
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is also found in Ps. J.xix 2.

The sam.$ usage of

0

Water encompassed me up to the neck ( 1.U :J
" )
The deep surl'ounded me.
Reeds were entwined about my head, •• • •
I)

J - , y );
e, C.

-

"

According to the Hebrew way of thinking, an organ and its
tunotion interchangeably expressed the total meaning.

It

is quite usual that the word for neck also has the meaning
of "to breathe."

,, T, n1

It this is the case, though the two words
iJ

and

ill 3 J
"0

came from different origins, their

"}

meanings are the same and both denote "to breathe."

Breath

was the first sign of life that the primitive people perceived;
and the absence of this sign meant death, so that death was

idiomatically expressed by the Hebrew as "the breathing
'
out of the 1J.I .,.:J
;:{
. " A. R. Johnson says,
0
...

'

.

(77 \.

0

•

these earlier meaning of the term 1-J) ~ !j. , however,
have become obscured through its use (somewhat like
the Iatin, animal, -alis and anima.) to denote the
more obviously animat·e d form of life, i.e. animal
life in general or more specifically and far more
frequently, that which manifests itself in.man.7
In many oases in the Old Testament

W -;] J
0

totality of man's life.

denotes the

O

For instance, Solomon asked tor

wisdom rather than the life

"fl,;/::/ )
p Q

:, '

"

r

or enemy.

We also

read in Prov. 7:23, "as a bird will hasten to the snare,
not knowing 'tis at the cost ot his life (
'l'he aooount of the creation of .man in Genesis is another

7A. R. Johnson, ~ Vitality 2t.. the Individual ill .1.ail.
'.\)ought Q.t. Moimj I§r1el {Great Britain: University of
Wales Press, 1949 , P• 12.

17
good example to indicate the human being is a total lif~
on the earth.
is an inclusive and comprehensive

The term

word, embracing all aspects of human life, both physical
and psyohioal phenomenon, as well as the organs.

The sensa-

tions of hunger and thirst, for instance, are attached to
the

'lJ/ :;;J ~

.
l.U":!:) J

word

.:J.~t

express some emotional functions the

is often used in the Old Testament.

0

UJ'2]

To

•

'

~s troubled and distressed or sorrowed and
0

distU:~ed·:

Because

l.U .;.J
~

;1

refers to the whole 11:!'e of

r

man, it often stands for person or self in the modern sense.

'UJ' !J j

Members of the family are counted by
"My

\.l.{~
~

Thee_. 0 9

J
,.. o

i;;

t 1.

(souls). g

bless Thee" is equivalent t~, ""I myself' bless

or: the usage

e.

O

o:r

W.f,~
c>@
•

Jv "
Cl

in the Old Testament ..,

Osterly argues, " • • • in Gen. 35:18 it seems to show that
the

W

..J., J ·
Q

<:.

...,~

has some sort of dualistio notion as the

~

counterpart of body."

But it is more likely that the

Hebrew thought rather than the whole roan is afflicted by
death.

10

AJ3 we have observed above, both

''-7T"' Tn
·1

and '1.L
' {' '~,
.\
-;-t ;--(
"

"

bad a ve-:ry similar meaning, though their origins were different; one was primarily from the organ--neok or throat and the

8Gen. 12:5; 27:25; 46:27.
9Gen. 27:2;.
1 ~um.. 2):10.
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other from. the tunotion

or

breathing.

At first these terms .

implied the physical and actual thing or tunotion as the
sign of a living being, but later on they were used as the

\ J/

representative of the whole life of .man.

:f
J
., .
&,(,I

is one

'"

ot the difficult Hebrew words to translate into the Greek
language, as we have mentioned previously.

if u X /.J

the Gree~ word

~ ;-}

word W

•

The meaning

or

greatly differs from the Hebrew

The Greek

1f U X /

always denotes the

immaterial constituent of man in contrast to the body ot
man whioh is material.

But in the Hebrew,

1...1/~
"

"

..l

is

<oi)P

0

'

rather an inner aspeot of the whole life than distinctly a
separable constituent of life. "As a preliminary, let us
,.
say
1J.l ~ .J means soul, with the reservation that it is
0

(1

0

O,f'>
.,

the soul as it is known in the Old Testament that is involved
and tha t all Greek and modern conceptions must be excluded." 11

In the familiar story of man's creation in Gen. 2:7,
we have another word which is also used to denote the lite
of man.

"'lhe Lord God formed man of dust from the ground,

and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life

(

0

1

:

CJ

Jl J;?

y·~ ), and man became a living being."

In Isaiah we read, "Man is he who has breath

ti ·r.:,
T

11

w·
J
T
:

L. Koehler, Old Testament Theolo~, translated by
A. S. Todd from German (Ph1ladelphia:e Westminster

Press, 1957), P• 144.

1n
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his nostrils."

12

God breathed His breath of life 1nto · the

nostrils or the lifeless man and then man became a living

11

being (

-:1 ll
,-

).

Referring to God's

creative aotivitr, the source of man's life is the breath

or God and from the human side, it is the sign of his life.
The word

~/1

ff(;

mostly refers to man ' s life, b'~t in

several oases it seems to inolude ani.maJ!s life as v1ell,

particularly when all living being, including man, is

expressed as a

BW'.!l

of tho divine oreature. 13

1J '

compal'ison with the other two worda

/7 'Q
tU'J:
-; I

0

jr J.~
(JJ J
f
J
"

..J

T i
~
my , ·7 121. (JJ"

·~
"they see~

/J '1 J ,

ooours 75!., times in the Dld Testament.

o O

D

._

appears only 24 times.

'

and

()

•

and ( 7T::n2/

J.

is not so impol'tant in the O~d ~Testament.

While the word VJ '!1
"C J
0

';J

However, in

~

Though the words UJ :J
..J
r e ,..,~

are used interchangeably as in Job 27: ;,

.1

:n,

•

'~all

ia a till in me," and in I Kings 19 ~ 10,

w·;J ~
-1
t~

to take away," but, to some

~

extent, it might be said that the range of the use .ot

tI

• •

("
(U J
t t

g

is somewhat narrower than VJ·~

.) •

And so :t'ar

r-,;as the :t'requenoy of the ooourrenoe of these two words are
~

'

0

oonoerned, obviously

(I~::/I \JI.
I

the Old Testament.

12Ise.. 2 :22.

13Deut. 20:16.

J·is not
,.

"/

a

prominent term in

•

20
The third word concerning life in the Old Testament
"')

It is usually rendered "7TV2L(J,,lfX. " 1n the

is

Greek and "spirit" in the English language.

L1 ;;"J,
,....

This wo:rd

is no less important i n the Old Testament th&n

TZVi' U) /Lq in the New.

The variety of 1·os mear..ing and the

complexity of its usage deserve a careful study, beoause
........

such profound .IJ'l.eaning of the wo!'d JT//5:: t.J.} I)>( in Paul can find
its prototype in the Old Testament

/'7 ~ 1

/7 i I .

-

or

ooours 378 times, covering a broad range

It is a common word in Semitic languages, o~iginally

usage.

The Old Testament still
retains this origine.l meaning in some passages. 1 4 To the

meant "ail' in motion" or "vvind."

Hebrew, wind seems to be an operation of the divine power,
though it is invisible, but always does some work whioh is
perceivable.

Wind is thought by the Hebrew to be the divine

breath; first of all it refers to the natural wind, "He casts

rorth his ice like morsels, who can stand before His oold

/l "l /

(wind or breath), nlS and "A wind comes from the
0
16
Lo.rd and brings quails. "
In our previous ~tudy otW
~
-

'J

II

"

1'1 t:11.lJJ originat~d
I
I
"
,
1 'l and /t JO'l.J/] have

we have already pointed out that man's
<.

1n the

/7 '}(I
t1J J
TT ;

of God.

Both

n-

-r,t

14Jer. 2:24; 14:6; Bos. 8:7; Job 41:8; Oen. 3:8.
15Pa. 147:17.
16Num. ll: )l.

(>
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the meaning of "breath," and equally refer to man's life.

But these two terms axe not oompletely identical; in the
earlier period,

I Y.J {j}.) is used for expressing the

initial divine act in oreating of man, i n respeot to .man's

life as the normal breath.

On the other hand ,

/1 -.) ,

-

1s

oonfined to the s t ormy breathing of excited feeling in man; 17
and pertaini ng to God, i t is the aause of the extraordinary
power, strength and aotion ot man.

Ezekiel, we find that

n "') ·,

normal breath of life in man.

But by the time of

has oome to denote the

18

The relationship between
..

C,

very interes ting to obser ve and also very important for tracing
the l ater development of the usage of these two words in
Sor ipture.

"As the soul sprang from the spirit, the

O~ l ,

and oontains the substance of the spirit as the basis of its
existence, the soul exists and lives also only by the power
1
n 9 The spirit existed with God and in
of the

n ':"J, .

God from ete~nity, but the human soul oame to exist at the
moment God had breathed His Spirit into the nostrils
lifeless man.

or

So that, referring to the souroe of lite, man's

life is the breath ot God which is now in man.

Aooordingly,

l?Judg. 8:J; Gen. 45:27; I Sam. J0:12.
18Ezek. 37:S,6,8.

190. ,. O•hler, Theology or the Old Testament.
translated -b y G. E. Day from Gerlllail(Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, n.d.) 1 p. 150.
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.e ven if we may use the phrase "the pr1noiple of life," we

should not apply it to man himself, because the source of
life is absolutely in God alon~.

Referring to the source

of lite, the Hebrew oalls it the Spirit, but ''when Jahweh
is called Spirit, it ls not a question of His essence, but
of powel'." 20
We have discussed

hO'W

the usage of the word

was developed in the Hebrew thought.
word

Q °} J

fJ 11

The meaning of the

has changed from a connotation of its referring

to the extraor dinal'Y strength or power of life which is manifested in the exoitad condition to vha idGa referring to the

ordinary life .

Now the change of' the usage and meaning has

also occurr ed in t he r:elationship between

n ~I

and \.1/

:J
J.
e,.., r,,
~

,.

In ea:rlia:r period, as Oehler said, the soul i.vas xeckoned

fl;; I which

as being sprung out from the

aoted upon the

n .,.,

dust of the ground, but now "we find

following a

U/ !] .J,
"' ..'
~For instance,

line ot development ao.n1ewhat similar to that ct

with which it may occur in parallelism. "
in Isa. 26: 9 we have, "With ~· '\JJ" ~
.,

the night, yoa, with my

for thee."

We know that

JI

~

~

.

des ix ed thee 1n

"

[1 -l 1 within
u/ !J
,. .. .J
... does
,>

21

me, I sought lop.gingly

not stand as an

"

20A. B. Davidson, The Theology of the Old Testament

(New York:

Charles Sor!15neris S0ns,-Y-9It5'T.---

21a. W. Robinson, 'llle Christian Doctrlne of Man ( 3rd

Edition; Edinburgh:

T.~T. Olark. 1926), pp.-Y9~.
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antithesis to the body which is transformed dust by

IJ ·l ,

animating act of the breath of life, but

In other

originally pertained to God and immaterial.

O

wo:rds,

~1,

,,as

was an antithesis of matter and also
C>

contrasted to W

'

;J. },.,

which was unde:rstood in its original

meaning as denoting the inner aspect of the total life.

AS

the result of this kind of development, the original concept

or the immaterial

n- .~'

has been weakened a.n.d when it is

used in the same meaning with that of

\..1/::.J
j to describe
r,.,
.. ..
c "

the state of man's life which is embodied and living on the
earth, it; refers to the total l ife of man, without eliminating

the body o

Howeve:r, while

n ~f

is thus used of the inner

life in general in the place of the
C,

0

two points should be noticed, namely, that the earlier
emotional use for strong passion (anger. zeal, impatienoe)
1.s still l'epresented (Job 15: 13; Eoales. 10:4)., whilst
the higher associations or the
O 1, of God, developing with the conception of God Himself, severe, on
the whole, to keep the use of the term for human
psychology at a higher plane of meaning than that

u/:J
,.)
· " .. ,

of

.. ..

•. 22

There a.re other usages of the word

r1 "i) 1

in the

Old Testament, but so r~ as the nature or man is concerned,
they are not directly related to man's life.

For. instance,

when we say, "God is Spirit," the word "Spirit" is ascribed

to the divine essence and is entirely otherness to what we
call man's spirit.

22

-

Ib1d. p. 20.

Moreover, we must differentiate the

2li,

essential use and the operative use of Spirit, when we apply
this word in oonneotion with the divine creative aot, "it
merely means that God (Spirit) :ts in His eft'ioiency." 2 3

Tb.ere is no continuity between the divine essence which we
call Spirit and the human spirit which denotes the inner
life; human spirit is merely a r:es ult of God's once completed

aot through His Spiri~.

Whenever the life of .man is described,

if the emphasis is on the source of life which is the divine
Spirit, then the created spirit in man is still looked up

as it belongs to God, like in Job 27:3, "the Spirit o-.r God
is in my nostrils . "

In other words, this is a strong

expression. of rn.an , being ,oreated by God, and living under

the continuous sustaining of God.

Stacey states,

we .may oonolude by saying that when reference is .made
to man in his relation to God
O ~,
is the term
most likely to be used to represent the aspect under
review, but when reference is made to ma.n in his relation to other man or man living the common lire of
men, then
vl~.). is most likely, i:f' a psychical
term. is requirea.· In both oases the whole man is
involved.24
Besides the creative act of the divine Spirit, there
is another act of God's Spirit in the Old Testament, which
is not a lite-giving function, but related to human

mental and physioal aotivi ties.

Compared with the creative

2 3A. B. Davidson,' The 'rheology of the Old Testament

(New York;

Charles soribner*s Sons,""'!9Iol; pp. 19)-4.

2 4w •. David Stac·e y, The Pauline View of Man ( London:
Maomillan Co., 1956), p.90.
· - -
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work of the divine Spir:lt, it might be called the seoonda.ry
work of the Spirit.

The Old Testament gives a great nUOJ.ber

of s uoh even ts in which the di vine Spirit opel'ated upon man.

For example, '~he Spirit of the IDrd oame upon Othniel and
he judged Israel end he went out to w~. n 2 5 Samson was
able to tear a lion like a kid, because "the Spirit of the
Lord .mightily came upon him."

26

The Spirit of God is also

the source of extraordinary w1.sdo.m of

.t:JB.n,

"There is a

Spirit in man and the Spirl t of the Almighty giveth him
understandj_ngo"
Spirit from meo"

The psalmist again sa~, "take not thy
No matter what kind of activity it would

be, physical or intellectual or religio~s, the Hebr~w believed
that extraorclinary wisd.om, strength, ooUl'age, understanding
I

and many other things whioh were necessary for certain special
tasks were basically the divine activities which operated

th:rough particular :pel'sons.

To .make a distinction between

the creative action and the secondary action or. the Spirit
of the Lord is vel'y important.

However, it does not mean

that there are various spirits in th~ Godhead, but as
Koehler says,
when the Old Testament speaks ot a spirit or life,
Gen. 6: 17; of skill, E:x. 28: .3; of wisdom, Deut. 34.: 9;
of oounsei, Isa. 11:2; even of lying, I Kings 22:22,23,
eta.; it does · not mean that there are sev.e~al spirits

2S

Judg • .3:lO.

26.rudg. 14:6.

26

or which one has life as its particular attribute,
another skill, a third wisdom, so that when a man
is given one particular spirit he receives that
spirit's particular gift of life or wisdom or whatever it may be. • • •
Af3 far as the Old Testament
is concerned there are no individual spirits with
special functions and provinces, there is only one
spirit, of which particles {whether spatical or
temporal we know not) according to their Gqd-given
oo.IJ1..mission ·p rod.uce result$ of d.iff3rent kinds--nov1
life~ now wisdom. 27
.
·
In the Old Tes·t;ament several other ,·mrds are used in

The Hebrew word tor flesh is

relation to the life of man o
~

, UJ il ,
"T; T
~

<ro.p

which is the equivalent oi' the G'rreek word
I
0

his writ 1.ngs,

Co~pal' ed with Paul 2 s use of

(i"c,(_r'

g

in

-, \J) ~ certainly ocoupies no L~portant
'T

T

posit.ton in the Old Testament.

It is pr·lmtll'ily used in

physical sense, denoting the soft part or the human body.
Beoause ti..i.e Hebrew had no ·word which was exaotlf the same· as
,..__

the Greek word 0' i,J ,Al°'

,

desoribe the whole body. 28

so

I "VJ ..:.1
,

1

was often. used to

It is also noticeable that

was used to express the total life or the person

in the Hebrew's ueual synthetic way.

Nevertheless, whenever

this term ls applied to man, it has o.n i.!Il.plication of human
weakness and frailty, partioularly in oontrast to the

-----.-.-27

.
L. Koehler~ Q!! ~atament Theoloi, translated by

A. s. Todd from ~er.man (Philad~lphi&:
Press, 1957), P• 141.
28 Lev • 6 : 3; 1 6 : 4.

~e Westminste~

27
mighty nature of the Spirit of God.

29

0

1 UJ ZL
T T

also

inolusively refers to all living creatures, man and animal,

'

as in the phrase, " / W
T

.
II
Li
T
,,'

~ •"

30

T

The study of the Old Testament terminology concerning
life reveals that Hebrew thought consistently embraces the

totality of life, n.o matter what term is used to describe
~an's life, and that the Hebrew though peroeives the physioal
and

psychical aspects of hwnan life, but there is no clear

out distinction between them.

Accordingly any word applied

can inclusively express the. whole life of man.

For instance,

although there are different implications and emphases in
1111'~
~ •. .J
o<

using the two words

*

0

and

/

"

1)) 21. , but both or
,

them oan stand :f'or the whole life of man.

T

They ~e .merely

two different ways of descriptions of one life and are never
used 1n the Greek sense in whioh these two are antithetical.

n- ~ 1

So, also, is the word
.

synonymous with

n~,

e

0

U1 :J ...J • Therefore, the words
-.6

•

and

which has become s.lmos t

'

0

<-0
"'

U) ~...:)
tp. -·
"'

.

VJ ::1 do not help much in analyzing the

'

IT t
cons ti tut ion ot man, but des or ibe the whole man w1 th l'eferenoe

to the Spirit of the Lord who is the Orea tor and the Sustainer

of lite.
'l'he Heb~ew views man in his totality, so that, every

aapeot could rep.resent the whole man.

Various organs and

29oen. 6:31 Isa. Jl:8; II Ch. 32:8.

3°oen. ~:12; 7:15tt; 6:17; Ps. 84:2; Ez, 21:4.
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their functions whioh are regarded by modern science
as purely physical, are used psychically to express some
pa.l'ticular era.otions and intelligence.
kidneys 1( j '

!-, :V.. ,

bov1els

t(> .:j

};J ,

Wo.m.b

Y-J fJ J ,
~

f

C,

and belly

1tJ if
Go .
..

are those organs" by vm.ich the Heb~ew often desoxibe the payohical aspects of human life.

ORA..'PTER

llI

T'.dE CONTACT OF HEBREW THOUGHT WITH THE GREEK IDEA OF LIFE

Foux- hundred yeaxs of the so-called inter-Testa.mental
period was not a vacuum for the intellectual activities of
the Jews.

It is t:c-ue that from the orthodox point of view,

after the Old Testament was comple·ted, ·t hel'a was no recognized

divine inspiration until the writings of the New Testament.
Nevertheless, from the standpoint of other literatUl'es and
the development of Hebrew thought, this period was very
important.

Perhaps, it might be the most significant time

in the history of the Israelites.
things happened:

During this period many

poli tioally, the· oonques t of Alexander

the Great was followed by Maooabean War in which religious,
political and .military powers were merged in the hands of
the High Priests; socially, the Jews had to adjust themselves to the Greek influence, especially among the upper
classes it became oustomary to adopt Greek manner, though
they still kept the Jewish ~eligion.

However. for the

interest to our present study, the most important thing
that ever happened is the translation of the Hebrew Bible
into the Greek language.

This translation not only intro-

duced the Jewish religion to the Greek world, but in it the
Hebrew tried to express his thought and ideas 1n the terms

ot the Greek.

The oonsequenoe was unmeasurably great; the

Septuagint--the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible--later

30
became the basis of the New Testament and through which the

whole world has heard the message of salvation in Christ.
The Greek thought whioh the Hebrew Bible challenged is
not a matter of a day.

It had a long histo~y whioh shows

how it had been developed by the time it rirst met Hebrew
thought.

For the lasting influence he ha.d made on the

Greek :philosophers o:f following gene1•e.tions, Home1· deserves
px im.e.:ry oon.sideration.

So t'e.r as the available li teraturea

are concerned, Homex was the first one who had ever thought
of the problem of life.

He thought that there

11as

something

left over after man died, though such an existence was to
him something interior to the present life.

He spoke about

the soul of man, but .his primary concern was this lif'e on

the earth and the soul was of value as long as it was bowid
to

the body.

Thus Homer looked upon man as an actual lite

in its totality, but in comparison with the Old Testament
view of life, ther-e was still a great distauoe between them.
The Old Testament taught that the lite of man came from God
) and was rather
;
I

body.

an undivided

one than a unity of soul and

Life is an entity whioh cannot be further analyzed,

because this ia the human being which God had created and
blessed to live on the earth without the limit of time betore
man tell into sin.

Certainly man's life is composed of the

divine breath of life and the dust tram the ground, but we
do not deal with these two elements separately. but with the

total .man.

Homer too realized that man's lite was integral

)1

while the soul was gound to the body and the body was
lifeless without the soul; however, he still believed that
there was somethi ng called soul which could exist in its
own integi•al f orm without body.

Unlike the Hebrew, he had

no st:rong feeli ng of the oneness of l ii'e, desi rtng tor the

continuanoe of the integral life, in spite of the faot that
human life was destroyed by death, which was the reward of

sin.
Under the influence of Orphism Homer's view of life
had undergone some change.

"Some Gl'eeka adopted Orphic

theories of an underworld where judgment awaits the soul,
and a retUl'n to a new life; • • • ,,l

Along with this kind

ot popular view ot life, the early philosophers presented
various theories in succeeding generations.

In the 6th

oentury B.C. the Mileaian school taught that the soul appeared
to be identical w1,th life, the pPinoiple of motion •

.Anaxi-

.mander {ca. 570 B.O.) made soientitio speculations about the

life ot .man; "Man sprang from a different animal, in fact
:from a fish, which at first he resembled."

2

Anaximenes

( ca. 550 B.C.) said air was the first principle:

"Just

as our soul whioh is air holds us together, so it is breath

1xathleen Free.man, ~ , Man !!.U!. State:
(London , Macdonald & oo., 19321", P• 71.

Greek Concepts

2
oharles M. Bakewell, Souroe Book in Ancient Philosophy
(New Yoik: Charles Scribner's Scns;-1"9?57}, p. 6.
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and air that enoompasses the whole world. n

3

Obviously,

the idea is quite contrary to the general trend of
Greek philosophf 1 and attention was no doubt entirely
diverted from it by ~he interest in Or~hic theories
·
of reincarnation which soon beean to preoccupy
thinkers.4
He1•aolit,us believed that the v11ial principle of ·th e universe

was the everliving t'ire, and that this is al.so the principle

of soul or life of the individual human being.

Phthagoras

(oa. 530 B.C.) and his school taught that .man was composed
of two eutitias, soul and body.

" fue soul was immortal,
1

and man exis~ed entirely for i ·t;s training and oultivation,
• • • , The soul after death will return to the underworld

to be ,judged.'*5

The theory of ·the reincarnation of the

huraan soul is well established among Pythagorians.
said

tm t

~l1hey

the ,judged soul, "after a period of rehabilitation,

returns to tl1e earth in another body, which may be non-human. u6
Empedocles (ca. ~-55 B.C.) believed that souls left one bod.y

at its death only to enter another body and continue to
live.7

Heracleitus, who was a little earlier than Empedooles,

had an entirely different point of view about ·the life a1'ter
death.

H.e believed that man wa$ composed of two elements,

------libig., p. 7.

4Katheleen Freeman, God, Man and State:
Uaodone.ld & Co. -;-T952]'"; p:-73.

Greek Concepts

(London:

; Ibid., p .. 74.
6Ibid.,

7s.

P• 74.

E. Frost, Jr., Basio Teachings 2f_ !a!_ Great Philos.ophera (New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1956), P• 17).
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the fie~y dry element or soul, and wet element, the body
and its desi:re.

"As for the fate of the soul after death,

he entirely rejected the beliefs of the mystic religions,

but he a ppea~s to have believed in the soul's continued
..
b ecaus e h e speaKG
'
exi s ·1,~nce

- an.a.· p un.i· s ·..1.m.enu.
"" ,,8
c f rewaxa.s
·

!~ow the usw term "ulin.d 11 conca1•ning human natur·e is brought
i 'ort;h by Ana:xago.ras who lived e.oout 460 B.Oa

He r:egarded

mind as ·1;11e high est pa rt of human na t ur- e e.nd "also tr·ans-

fer~ed t h is to th6 uni verse and envisaged mind as the cause
wh ich sta1··ted a i:aovem.en t by which a Cosmos wa.s evolved from

Chaos. 11 9

The Atoruist uem.oo:I?itus r·egarded .man•s

11.atUl.'6

as a

synthesis of body e.nd soul, the soul bei ng, li lce everything
else,, a i'ol' t,uitous cot:1gul ation of atoms wh :lc n. a:r.e dissipated

'fuus he did not 'believe the existence oi' the soul

at deat h.

af''ter dee.th.

To him body and soul az-e i u opposition.

"Demooritua held tha.t the soul (

....

( V O US

·y; uXlj 1

} a.nd reason

) wox e the same thing , and 'tha t t,his belong ed

to the class of pr.:t..mary and indivisible bod ies, a~d had the
. . of
oapao1-cy

..

1:io,:.J.on.

,,10

Socrat es (469-)99 B.O.} was not too

sure a.bout thE> soul af·i;er o.eath..

I.n the Apology repo.r·ted

by Plato, we read:

8K.a·U1leGn. F1·eema.i.i,

(London:

-

Q2s!.,

laia.t;i

Macdonald & Co., l93°2T,

~ S~tete:

P•

9.

G::eek Oonoepts

9Ibid., P• 87.

lOch.arles M. Bakewell, So~co Book in A11oient Philosoph,y
(New York: Chal'les Scribner •s Sons-;-T9"o1r, p. 65.

Again, look at !;he 11M:1tte1• in ·this light too, and

we discover high hopes for believing that death is a
blessing .

,There a.z·e jus t two alterno:civeB witi1

regard to death:

either the dead .man has lo&t all

l)OWa~ o:r pe rceptlon, and wholly c3asec! to be; o~ else,

as tI'ad ition has it, t,ho soul at def::.th ohu.uges its
he.bita.tion, moving ::com its .iwro.e fron:. heJ:e to its ·
home yonder .. And if the:.:-e is no pe1~c e ption at all,
a.u~ d eo.t h is l ike a sou.Tl.d sla ep unb:roka.n ~\·en by a

dream, then it is u wontlerful gain •• c • If on the
othe::- h end death is a journey to another wo:rld, and

if the t:re.<li tional 'belief is true -chat all the dee.d
e1·e t.he:c e, whe.:. bl es 1:;i11g could be groa tel' t han this,
o my judees? ll

?la to was a child. of tJ.is ovm time.
W..t tur o

Conce:rnh.ig the

of .m.!.in, he inhei•itr:,d all kiude of t h ough'ts whioh we:re

ha ndea. dovm t o h i m s ince Hoinei·, like 1-'yt,b.go:c-ian belief

or

the pxcexis t ence of the s oul, t he :i.m:uorta lity of the soul,
and the pos s ibility of a gr a d.ual redemption of the soul

aocordin~ to Orphio religj_on.

He taught that the individual

soul he.d an infinite value a.ud tha t !~it was tht:1 .real seJ.:t. "l2
Plato wus ·che 1'.irs t one ".i0 g ivs, a p.rGoise philosophical
d e finition of soul.

To Plato the ~oul is an a.bsolut~ simple

tor.m end thus oannot b~ destroyed or divided, "because it
13
is a substo.noe whioh unde:.t.\lies t h 1:: un.iverae. 1•
In his

Tim.oeus , Fla to s.:.ya ,

11~ . , p. 139.

1

2w.

D. Stacey The Pauline V:lew ot Man (London:
J4acmillan Oo., 1956) ,p';' 72.
- 1 3s • .m. Frost, Jr., Basio Teaohi~s. o-£ the Gl'eat
~iJ,os_ophe~s (Nev, York: Barnes & Nobes,19~. p. 175.
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Now when ·t.he C1·aator had framed the soul according to
his will, he formed within her the corporal universe,
and brought the two together, and united them. center
to center. The soul, infused eve~y\'lhere f.rom the
center to tha ciroumfarer..ce of heaven, of ,·1hich also
she is ·the e1.:t.erual envelopment J hel'self t t:~ ning in
herself, began a divine beginning of never-c~asing and
ra.tional life er:.dul'in& throuehou.t all tlm.eol.4
Regarcling t:.'1.e i.romortality cf tl:.e soul, Ple.to's vlew was
t,hat

0

1:tfe P.1.ust, be always lif€1 and not-life is alvrays not-

life; soul is life and it is net. possible tha t life can
Tb.us Plato ontologically assel'ted what

become not-life. rrl5

the Greek bEIJ.ieved on the :pl'e-existence of the soul a.n.d its

immortaJJ.ty.

'110 the Hebrew 11:fe is given by God and is

oontinuously sustalned

by

Him.

The:refoxe, man 1 s life on one

hand belongs to .mo.n but on the other hand its au.thor.ship is
tn. the h~.nds of God.

'l"his is the basio difference between

t he Gr,eek and the Hebrew, and it rr1.akes them to have a differ-

ant view of life.
Next to Plato, .Al'istotJ.e had a gre?..t influence upon
Christian thoueht of hu..rn.an life.

me.ny ;respects.

In

A.OtJO!'d

He diffel'ed w:lth Plato 1n

with his whole system of philosophy,

Aristotle regarded soul and body as an indivisible matter
and :ro:rm.

Neither soul nor hody has e. life e.lone.

to be a complete life, .man must have soul and body.

In order

Aristotle

--------

14oherles. M. Bakewell, Source ~ .E_ Anoient
Ph1loso~h~ (New York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1907), p. 16;.

1 5s. E. Frost, Jx., Basic Teachings or the Great
Philosopb.exs (Neu York: B'ii:r1::.es &. Moole, 1942), P• !75.
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rejeoted ·the ,o :r.phio vle:w of huma.n l:J.fe, and othei- dootrines .
of life, lj.ke the transmigra t :lon and p.re-exi.stenoe of the

soul.

Howevex, :l.n .P.x-istotle's .mind ·t.hexe was no aotual and

oono:r 8t c 11.fe as th~ Hebr 1:, w b e lieve~; to h.i.J.r. s oul e.:ad b ody
becam~ a :pb.ilosophica l e.bst:ra otion., and 110 dopa:rted fI·o.m.
tha r,r·a c~,ical l ii'0 ·wl:.l oh

CJ.a.11.

l iV•.3S .:n1 the eur tho

He insisted

t ha t min,1 ·n-as ar.. :i.nd.epender. t .sv. bstance loca ted vri t hin t. he
::. oul a:-.d vro.s i 11des t:r: uc'ti ble, s o tbe.t mind c ould be i.clnol'tal.

·t;he body itself would ne t oons ·tit ute the soul; f o-:t
body is not like life s.nd soul something attl.'ibuted
t o a s ub jec t ; i t 1·at n0.r ..!cts az t h e w1.dorly:!.i~ subjeot
and. t h e material basis. 'l1hus then the soul must be
ne ces ca:c i J.y a :i:' eal s ubstance , as t he foJ~l!l which
deter.nd.nes a ne tuxal body possessed potentiality of
life . '£ he .rea2. i ty, h oWGVe r, of a n object is cori·;:.ained
i n i ts per·1'ect I'ea liza tion. Soul tb.eretol'e is the
oa~ li G~ ox impl i ci t } e~f~ ct ~eali zation of a n~t~ual
body :posaess ed potantia li ty or lii'e. • • • 'l".'ae body
on the ot he:L' ::a nd is m.exsly t h i5 1.aat~r ial t o v:b.icb. soul
gives rea lity; e.nd just as the eye is both the pupii
a nd i -r.s v inio.n, so also t h e l:i.vin~ a n ima l is £-d; once
the sCJul and body in oonILection.lo
Concerning ~~he human ne.tw' e S·i;oics held that .man is both
soul ano. body , and tha·t; soul is a spe.rk i'l:om the di.villa fire.

The soul of man i s regarded as the sotaoe o-:r p6l·oept;ion.,

judgme~t, feeling and willing.

~he~e a ~e va~ious opinions

about the i.mmo~tality of the soQl• but in general, they
believ~ tb.a t, "i:.h e a oul ts i.rtv.a.o rtal; i=...nd. is temporaz,ily
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imprisoned in the body.

In ocnnootion with Stoio teaching,

we should give an u tten·t;i0n to tho b0ginning 01' us i ng the

--

word "spirit "fl:"V"z l{/f,,U'<, •"

.li.IAoug 1,;he SJGoios, Cleanthes .h ad

a special interest in the physical speculation~ of Heraclitus,
the c~eative fire of Zeno.

A1'ter ha triad many words, finally

--

he adopted the term nspi1•1 ·1; n:. V Z: U~ L.X.., ," Which has eve.:r sinoe

held its place in natural and ~eligious theology.

At first

the Stoics intendeci 'to combine the conceptions of the creative
fire and the Logos in this term, but it gradually ca.rue to
have its own niean1.ngs.

E. Vel'.'non A:rucld makes this remark;

lU~e f ire, "s pirit 0 is to tt.a Stoics e. substance,
st. 11 ff , or bocly a kin t o the Glemont cf e.iI·, but associated
w:i.t h wn1·mth ar.d ela stiot ty; it is conceived as imn1..a.nen.t
1n t h e nniver-s o a t.. d peJ.1 3 t :ra.ti n g it as t h e c.elt~r;
:lmrna nen.t in the hut,~i b ody ancl · ~net:re. ting 1 t e.s the
s o ul ( 77:v~Dft~ ?'1,,.6'~1J..)ttJ/ e.///.~l
J/ ) • 17

,jv 7tu){7'

L1 t h i s br.i0:r s ~c tch of the Greek vie 1:;' c f man 's life., we
h El.Ye dls ctJ..:rn ad h

)W

it had developed fro!:l Honv~l' to the Stoics.
'.

Though ther e a! ·e so.me c.ive1•.;e:it opinions concerning the lite
of JU,..1n, ·r;he G1•a el-': thou,,; ht in gonoral can be Stk'!l!.Tial'ized as

1'ollowa:

(1) .man has tv1v elements: body and soul;

(2) the

soul is the :rsal life of man, and th0 body :ts looked upon
as the p~ison-house of t !he /soul;

(3) body is evil, soul

desires to be freed from its imprisonment; (4) spirit is
~ega~ded as a spa~k of the divine fire; and the soul is

gen.e!'ally belle·ved to be imrc.ol'tal.

l7E. Ve~non Arnold, 3o~ Stoicism (New Yo~k:
Humanities Press, 1958), P• 89. ,
~

The
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As we have sho,rn above,'. latel' Greek speoulation strongly
"'"\

aft'ected ordinary G1•eek usage- -speoially, the view ofl[VBL}Uo{

as air,

Ol:

fire or anything else the primal substance out o:r

which the universe was formed, a viev; fundamental to the
Stoicso

However, spi~it remained as a material stuff,

infinitely refined and subtle, though this tel'm was applied
i
•/
both to God and to the huma.~ soulo What then is the distinction between the soul and the spirit, if there is any?
To the later: Stoics the spi~it is a divine spark, a seed
implanted by God and from His own substance, of which the
soul was .made.
Now these two thoughts ·which had such different baokgroW1ds, have come up on the stage of intellectual scene.
The Septuagj_nt miBht be called the .masterpiece of the movement in which the Hebrew thought met the Greek ideas along
with its langm.\ge,

We / know that translation is not always

an easy thi ng, for the words of one language seldom or never
convey precisely the same ideas as the corresponding words

or

another language.

Thus when the Hebrew Bible was trans-

lated into the Greek language, without doubt, the original
meaning of the Hebrew words was partly lost, but while at
the same time the Greek words used in translation may have

acquired something of the value o:r the Hebrew words they
represent.
Now the Hebrew no longer deals with the words;

\/,/if

J.

/

/1 'fl~

eto., but withJw /

,

17 ,,
">11,

y.;vxf ,
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or

, and so forth.

oourse, during this period,

the Septuagint was not the only production, but many
religious literatures appeared in the Greek language.
Generally, these are divided into two groups; the Apocrypha

In these Wl'itings we clearly see

and the Paeudepigrapha.

the inf'luence of the Greek language and its thought.

Though

they do not stand on the direct line from the Old Testament
to the New Testament, but for a better understanding of the
development of Hebrew thought in the period between the Old
Testament and the New Testament, we may take a glimpse at
these writings.

?f U X JI

First of all the word

the equivalen·t of the Hebrew word

CJ/ ~

which is

jo, , still retains

c, <
C,

'

the strong Physical expression of the Old Testament and the

usages representing the whole person and the seat of various
emotions.

However, it is noticeable that the wol'd
For example, in the Old

has acquired some new flavoux.

0

Testament it is never ~xnressed that
.

-

tJ./ ::J
.-J
r • ~·
&

is bad or
I

good, but noW' in· the Book of Wisdom "the '\.f U_,,X7 is described
I
,,/ 18
as)f.rx.)'(OT£XVf)S andv(~ 67t •"
Another new idea attached
to

f

U X '/I is the poasibili ty of the pre-existence of the

soul, in Wisdom 8:19 we ~ave a sentenee like this:

"A good

soul fell to my· lot."
The word

n -1 /

'"'

is relf-dered 77: //£ uµv\ in the
i

Apoor:ypha.

•

'

•

It is used for both the meaning of wind and the

l8w1sdom 1:4; 8:19.
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breath or spirit in l'aferenoe to God.

"God's spirit is

known as the aotive foroe in c~eation {Judith 16:14, of. Pa.
104:;0), and ever since it has filled the universe (Wiso 1:7).
It is omnipresent and austaini.ng all things." 19 The idea
that we found in the Old Testament. to regard

[I i°lf as

the supernatural power which gave man extraordinary intellectual o.r physical power remaina in the Apoorypha.

Up to

this point no big difference is there between the Old Testa-

ment and t he Apocrypha, yet throughout the Apocryphal
writings one thing is striking, namely that the strong conviction of God bei ng the only source of life in the Old
Testament has been greatly weakened.

Spirit is now reckoned

as a constituent element of man, and the center of physical

;i,

and psyohical functions,

n

In previous chapter we have already

acquired a new implication and
was used almost synonymously- v,i th the word
tii!l ::i in
seen tba. t t h e word

..

,,. •

er

,,

the Old Testament after Ezekiel, though these two words
put the emphasis ditterently but both expressed the total
life 1n somewhat different ways.

word

n-1,

It is a faot that the

was specially used in re:f'erence to the

spiritual or religious lite, but there was still no sense
•
to regard it essentially superior to
80 f'ar as its
., ,._,.

w~
.,. J. ,

use in the Old Testament is conoerned.

Now 1n the Apocrypha

19w. D.. Staoeyt The Pauline View ot Man (London:
Macmillan Co •• 1956J•P• 99.
- -
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a tendency shows that the spirit is oonsidel'ed to be the
highest part of human lifeo
I

The word (FCXf> ~

has not changed much from the use
0

of the Hebrew word

,

v./ ~ in the Old Testament o Sometimes
'T

T

it denotes the soft stuff of the human body, and in other

instances it is used for the whole man or person.

When it

is used in oont:rast to spirit, as it was in the Old Testament,
it signifies the weakness and frailness of man.
tion with the word

In connec-

VJ /)){7l , it seems necessary to mention

another word "body ( v

u.".~;itq )" which was practically

portant in the Old Testament.

unim.-

The He brew equivalent tl ':'I 1
T

Q

?1!

seldom occurr ed in the Old Testament and was used only in
a physical sense.

µo< is used for
il ·c] 1 ~ , 1 \1J 3 and others.

The Greek word (J'it)

•

rendering the Hebrew words
,--.J

This word 0-fAJ~

T ",
, 'T
has become to denote an inclusive meaning

for all physica l organs and their functions as the oounterpart of spirit.

Although the New Testament writers reject

such a strict separation between a spirit and body, these
two terms are well established and become the New Testament
terminology later on.

CHAPTER
'llIE

IV

CONCEPTION OF LIFE IN TKE NEW TESTAMJ!NT

Our study of the New Testament view of life may begin
with examining the meaning of the teI'ms whi oh al'e related
to life.

Before movi ng into the New Testament terminology

itself, it see10.s to be necessary to remember how the Hebrew
words have been translated into the Greek language in the
Septuagint, beoause so far as the historical development is
ooncerned, the Septuagint is the antecedent of the New Testameut terminology.

tl ~ Q

The Hebrew word

translated by these two Greek wo:rds

J w7

I

is not always
I

and/3 iO s;

•

yet they are the most frequent and important renderings ill
the Septuagint.

word )

.w >7I

J tJ ,7I

is more common than

, like its Hebrew equivalent

from a root which meant "to breathe."

(J I ~ g • The
JI ~ HI , came
I

Breathing is the

indication to the primitive people to distinguish t he living

and the non-living.

So

ll; f;l

represents the total sum.

of human being as his existence and manifestations p~rceivable
by self-experience and observa~ion.

that the Gre~ word

)wl

8-o.Qle scholars suggest

has the same origin as the name

of a god :Z i: t.J 5 , which was believed by Greeks to be a god
of life-giving.

We remember that in the Hebrew thought life

always has an implication of the continuity.

or

When the idea

the continuity of life is explicitly expressed 1n the

Hebrew text, the translators of the Septuagint ohose

(31 o' ~
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instead of

J f

I

• However, both words in classic Greek

f;()

denote man's life (and animal's} in the view of its physical
.manifestations.

At this point, there is no grea ·1; di:f't'erenoe

between the Greek word )

W

n

1

and the Hebrew word

I

ti ., 11 ,
'

T

so tar as the applications are concerned, but behind this
practical use of these words by the Greek and the Hebrew,
the Hebrevr always ·thought that life absolutely depended
l

upon God's sustaining in oontl'ast to the Greek idea in
which man seem to be the lo.rd of his own life;
The Heb:rew word

\ll.°2

Ais usually rendered fo:r ?fo/1j1

" "
1n the Septuagint, but oocasion~lly also for
We

know t hat the Hebrew word 1.JJ ~

its all-inclusive expression .

J,

,, "

ft,,(); 1

, lite.

is che.l'actel'istiQ in

In the previo us discussion ot

the Old Testament view of life, we have already pointed cut
l)

VJ!]
... .,

that the wol'd

_J prefers to be translated by "life"
"
6
If disregarding the difference between the

in many oases.

ideas of the Greek word

)w71

and the Hebrev,

wordViJ.J: in

reference to their relation to God, the Greek word J_w1J is
1

closer to the original .meaning of the Hebrew word

the word.

l

i/JUX

word

Ul !] .J

word

ljJ U)(7/

tor

v/;;, i

11./:!J)
c- t;

D"'

than

in the Septuagint • • The

denotes the total 111'e ot .man, including both
o. d
., "
physical and psychical aspects ot human life~ But the Greek
~ C

, in contrast to the Hebrew idea, indioates

the immaterial constituent of .man's 111'e.
Gre~k

7..JJ.. ~
ti.,
~

i.pU):

J •
.. ,
~

1/

Obviously, the

is not an equivalent of the Hebrew word

This fact caused much confusion 1n studying the
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New Testament though·t of 1.if a in the later ages.

No

repetition is necessary, except to make a stxess that tho

New Testament, rrom the viewpoint of its being a lite~ature,
is preo~decl by the Septuagint and other Rabbinic writings
in the inter-testa.JJ1ental period and canno·t be absolutely
free :t'l'om the influence of the historical o.evelo:9ment.

Yet,

as we shall see l a t ex on, the New '.I*estament largely follows
the Old Testamen t teaching, in spite of the use of the con-

temporary Gl'eek terms.

l'he1·efo1: a, the :ceal task for our

1

present study i~ to ftnd the Scriptural meanine ot life which

is expressed by the Greek te~minology, but not of the ·Greek
use .
1..

The Meaning of Life in the Synoptio Gospels

Concerning life or .man we do not have many references

in the Synoptic Gospels.

Jesus never explored any system-

atized theory of hum.an life, but simply accepted what the

Old Testament taught about man's life.

His concern was

.man's relation to the kingdom. of God rather than the nature

of man itseJ.1"'.

Appa:i:-ently, to Him .man is a fallen creature,

but still has a unique position am.ong all the .creatures;
the value or .man's life is greater than the whole world.

1

Jesua• doct:riue of life is fundamentally based on the Old

1
Mk. 8: 36-37.
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'l'astament, but He ~evaals more insights than anyone before.
~Jesus did not follow the Judaistic or Apocryphal conception,

but aooepted the basic teaohing of tha Old Testament."2
~ven though He also u.secl the terms, soul and body, He had

no Greek idea of dualism atte.ohed to tha.ia.

He l'ealized and

asserted the unique position of m.an in th~ wor:ld (Mt, 6;30)
and knew the. t; man' s life was in the hands or God.

To

Jesus,

soul and body a.re not two elements which cons·liituted a man,
but two <.lifi'e:ren t asyeo·t;s' of the whole life.

"The.re is no

trace .of the dualis.!Il of; body and soul, spi:r it and matter
iv.b.ioh we aa::;ooiate with the G1•eek ·thought. "J ·

T'ne word ~ u X

i

7

occur~ 37 times in the synoptio

Oo3pels,, of which 16 times design.ate simply :physioal life

in a general sense {:Mt. 2;20), in six oases it indicates the
e.,n otionul sta'tea (.Mk.14:.34), and :to~ occur in the quotations
)

of the Old Testament.

Up to this point the usage

ot<j; u;;r71a
I

simfle and the same as it was used in t,he Old Testament,
~ep1•eaentin.g the who.le lif6 on tile ~oun<i of the visible
manifestat,1on of life.

Testament the wo:rd

In ·the ea:r:1.i el' stage of the -Old

u/ ':J•. J,.
4 . CP

deceased when man died.

r>

t

was desol'ibed as if it too

For example, in Num. 23:10 we

rea~, "Let me {.my soul} die the death ot the righteous
and let my end be like his."

The same usage is found in

2w, G. Kue.c.umel, Do.s Bild des Menachen 1m Ne\len
~estament (Z\1.erioh: zw!ngl1 Verlag, 1948), p. ij.

Ja.

W. Robinson, The· GJlirist·:Lan Dootrine ot Man
()Yd Edition; ·Edinburgh: T. & t. Clark, 1926);-p-;-si.

Jud. 16:30, "Let me {my soul.) die with the Philistines."
Based on these and other passo.ges in the Old Testament, some

sohola:ra recently insist that there is no teaching about the
immortality of the soul in the Old Testament (and the New
Testarnent}.

It seems tbat the point of the argumGnt on the

immo:rtality of· 4he soul is not the p1'oblem whethol' the s0ul
is immortal or not, but in wb.a t sense the term '/ U X
ooul is u.ned..

If soul at:rictly 1•ete1•.s to tha t

1

1
which is

,

the

lil.uer aspect of the .lit e, existing L~ oonnection with body

and being understood as the int egral lif~ of man, then soul
does not suxviveI · ~a.tho
,,

broad

se11aG,

If the word

0

soul'1 is used in a

indicating the shadowy an.d feeble state of life

aftel' death, si.:x-ely the soul is i.mmo:tal.

This so.r"~ vf life

is ncit t h.at wh:l oh the Hebl'ew wished to live; and iu a sense

it is not a full life, because the ~ull life must be in
Wlion with body..

'.I'his is evident from tlla fact that when

the hope of life afte~ death emerged, it took the form of
bodily ~esurrection.

lf U X7

I

It is very obvious that if the wo~d

is taken in the Greek oonno~tion, believing that

the soul liv~e a better life after doath, we huve no such
soul in the Bible, und also objeot to such kind of imrdortality
of the ~oul ..

!t is quite cleal' that the

\'/Ol'd

11 LJxf

in the Synoptic

Gospel is not oonfined in its primitive usage, by which the
inn.er aspeo·; of the total life vTas expressed, while the 11:t'e

was associated with body (dust}.

It seems that though not
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showing any dualistic idea ot soul and body, apparently, the
word

lf U X 77 1

denotes what remai ns a:rter death, without

taking over the Greek idea of the immortality of the soul
in which the soul lives a perfect life.

The continuance

of the soul in the Synoptio Gospel can be understood only

in the connection with the kingdom of God, in whioh .man has
secured a sonship of God through Christ.
life (

(f

U

tp u x7

X JI

)

) f or

ttHe who finds his

) wi ll lose it, and he who loses his lite
ruy

sake will find it. • 4

Here the life

m.ean.s mo:i:e thai.:. physica l lif e, but it does not eli.arl.na te
the con tinui t y of t he present life and the life to come.

I t mi ght be ,
11

so!l1e

s uggest, t hat it vrould be better to use

relat l on1r i n stead 01'

11

oontinuity," but the point which I

.1.ike t o e -'c1•esa i s tha t from the religious viewpoint these
two lives axe ent irely different, but in reapeot to the
human bei ng a s a life, even though they a~e religiously or
spiritually dif'i'erent and also .man must undergo the death
of thi s life and the resurrection

or

the body for the co.ming

life, yet there underlies the basic continuity of one life •
......
1'he word '"JTV ~ Ufi.lX._ spirit ooours 78 times in the

Synoptio Gospels, of whieh 34 oases denote the same meaning
with the Holy Spirit, and 32 rater to de.monio power or
~

influence.

Thus the word

IL

V 2 ,U.ft!)(. has no signifioanoe

1n relation to the nature of .man in the Synoptic Gospels•

4Mt.

10:39.

Three oases of TL //,f UflfX

refer to the highest aspeot of

life as it has been developed in the later pel'iod in the Old
Testament.

In Luke 8: 55P "And her spirit returned, and she
"\

got up at once;

o

•

•

;

11

hex e the word

7L J/ £. U, µ~

has no

difference to life o:r soul as designating the very essence
of the whole life of men.

Two others are found in Mt. 27:50

and Luke 23:46, 1:efer1' ing to ·the moment of Ch.?-ist's dying.

Seven occu:t~~enoes of the rest indicate the psychical aspect
r.

of life.;)
2.

-:!."he Conception of Life L'l Johannine Writings

First of all, John has no intention to present a
systematic anthl'opology; but by using the popular terminology
of his time he shows the position of man in the world and
in God's redempti~e wol'k.

His understanding of man's lite

generally :follows his Master's.
word

J w 71

In Johannine writings the

is the most significant term; however, its

great .majo~ity has no direct oonneotion with the nature of

man in the strict sense.

John uses this wordJtJ

1

7

primarily

1n a religious meaning rather than in referenoe with the
present life.

But one thing is obvious, namely, that when

he speaks of life to oome, he must presuppose the existence
of this lite.

Eternal life is promised to the living man

who lives this earthly life in association with body.

The

5Mt. 5:3; 26:41; Mk. 2:8; 8:12; 14:38; Lk. 1:47, 80.
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Gospel has nothing to do with soul (if it is understood as
the continuing state of life after death) but man in his
total life i s the only reoipient of the graoe of God.
Flesh v ~§

has various meanings in John.

First,

it is used in exactly the same meaning in the Old Testament,

representing the whole man.

For instance, in John 1:14:

"And the Word became flesh," here flesh means the man, Jesus
Christ, who really lived a hum.an life.

It is a typical

Hebrew usage, by this simple word "flesh" Jesus is presented
as a true man.

As we shall see later on, in Pauline writings

the word "flesh" is used as the opposite of the "spiritual,"
besides this ordinary usage of being a representative of the
whole man.

Vlhen t h is term "flesh" is ascribed to man. man

is known from the view of his relation to earth, because he
is created to live on the earth.

Flesh also indicates the

soft part of the human body, but when it is used in combination with blood, it has the meaning of the whole lite ot

.man.6
Body (

'"'
u tv)I,~
)

ooours only a fev, ti.mes in Johannine

writings, and with one exception, all denote the physical
body ot Jesus after death.

Howeve~, John does not make body

and soul two constituents as in Greek dualism.
interest in the word "soul ( ~ U X

6John 6:S2-;6; 17:2.

/

'/

). "

John has no

One instance
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is found in his Gospel, "Now

my

soul is troubled" (John 12:27).

· Another case is in 3 John 2, "I know that it is well with your
soul."

We a.re not pl'iVileged to rp.etermine in what sense

John used thls term from suoh few oases, however, it seems
that he refe~s to the seat of emotional life.

We have a~eady

discussed tha t in the co\ll'se of the development of the anthropological terminology, at fil'st soul and spirit had been used
interohangeably; l a tex spirit assumed the highest position
in describing hwuan life, espeoially in reference with man's

relation to God.

Consequently, the word "soul" became almost

irrelevant to religious life.
The word nspirit (

,...,

n Vz U/ l-l.D(,)"

in Johannine Gospel and Epistles.

ooc\U's 1'requently

First it is used for God

or Spirit, like "I saw the Spirit descending from heaven,"
and "God is a Spirit,"?

Th.0 second usage of the word "spirit"

designates that which belongs to God in antithesis to ntlesh"
whioh indicates something that belongs to the world.

are relevant to religious life.

Both

Sometimes this word also

denotes the psyohioal aspeot of hwnan lite.

8

John*s use ot all these terms shows that he follows
the ma.in stream ot Hebrew psyohology, without being i.ntluenced
by G:eek philosophy.

From the view ot the .modern anthro-

pology, John does not provide too much material tor us, so

7John 1:32; 4:24.

8John 11:33; lJ:21.
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that we !IID..Y oonstruot a complete dootrine ot human lifeo

We he.ve mont t oned above ·che signifioanoa of lif'e (}

vcJ7I j

in Johannine writings; f'o:c suoh a profound .meaning it has,
a tew moJ! e wo:rds may be needed to make a rem.ark as the con-

clusion of t h is section.
"life.''

~t~l lif'e is also simply called

Man's present life is givan by God, but it has
. --~ ·-·-.........____ - -·- -.
become subject to death, because
man's sin. God removes

-

of

dee.th from mun by giving e. n ew life through His Son (I John

5:11).

When John is talking about etexnal life which is

promised to man, he is thinking of the mystical union of two

lives, the present life and the new life whioh is in Chxist.
Concerning eternal life there is no difference between the
Synoptic Gospel and the Johan.nine writings; both oleEU'ly
teach thut man as a whole is the recipient of the new life. 9
Not only receiving the new life does not wait until man would
be disintegrated into so-called body and soul, but the whole
man is necessary 1'or receiving the new life in Christ.

John,

of' oourse, fully realizes the faot tl1at man still f'aoes the
dissolution even though he al.ready has the new life in
Chl.'ist.

But ho is told by the Lo~d:

and the lite."

"I am the resurrection

,!
).

Pauline View of Man's life

Paul was a Hebrew of the Hebrews though he lived in an

~t. 7?14; Mk. 9:43; Lk:. 12:15.
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Hellenistic environment and had to contact with muoh non-

Jewish elements.

In ordel' to oo.mrnw1ioate with the Greek

speaking people, it was nscessary for him to use the Greek

terms in his preaohing and writing, yet his thought lal'galy
remained Hebraic in its essence.

I~ is a faot that Paul

elaborated the na tuxe of man more fully than any other
~ i ter in the Nev: Testament, but his ;primary oonoern was

obviously not to establish a system of Christian anth:ro-

pology.

Paul rather looked at man as a fallen oreatUl'e

doomed to death, yet one who is saved by the divine grace
through Christ • . Conoel'ni!lg 1nan's nature itself Paul's

understanding i s based on the Old Testament teaching but
his own l'eligious expe~ience has made hi.::n. to be able to

grasp more insights of the life of man.
If the :t.'~equenoy of a wo1· d appea.l'ing in a writing doGs

mean something, ·the word 0') 1.\11
"'L,/

whioh is the equivalent

of the Hebrew word

11 'IT
h

in Paul's writings.

Paul uses this term

has oertainly no signifioanoe

Jw71

'!:at the

meaning of this life and the lite everlasting• as it is used

in the Syno:ptio Gospel and the Joha.nnine m1itings.
we hesita·ce to analyz.e Paul's conception of

Although

Jwri

based

on such a few occurrenoes, nevsrtheless, one thing is beyond
doubt, that Paul must be not too far from the tz.aditional
usage of this word, in which the totality of man's life ia

expressed.

Another striking thing is that Paul so limited

himself' to use the word

l/J UX11

•

which was

VJ.~ ;J,

in the
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Hebr8\v language, that we oan find only lJ instances
throughout all of his writings.

The meaning of the word

Y3 U)(J I

in Paul generally f'ollows the Old Testament; in
6 oases it denotes inclusively the total life ot .man. 10 In
t~ee instances,
in Rom. 2 : 9

....

f ' U X '1 I
/J

designates individuals; we have
J

"1L.'o<. ut<.i/j1UX?,Y,·1t.

the Hebrew ph.xase

which is exactly the same as

·uJ'CJ_j
- ::i .v
.
"J'
f

In three other cases it

..0 C

is used to exp~ess certain psyohioal funotion like one's
desire, ". • • doing the will of God fro.m the hea:rt

( £k f

11

5' ).n

L) )(/

One oase is left, which has been muoh

- discussed in oonneotion with the :formula of Pauline trichotomy, namely, the well-known passage, I Thees, 5:23;
"May the God of peace sanotif y you wholly; and .may your

spirit ( Jz: v £

.,

( er t,J /

U./Uo(

l-Lo(

)

) and

soul (

pu;;t ;/

1
)

and body

be kept sound and blameless at the ooming

ot our Lord Jesus Christ." From our previous disoussion it
is quite clear that in spite of adopting the Greek term, the
•

basic meaning of the Hebrew word

~

I

in 1 t.

However, both

;}tJ 7

l/J ~ ~ is largely retained

and

•

}D U X l

I

no longer occupy

any prominent position in the Pauline writings.

'l'b.e central term 1n Pauline interpretation of life is

n-v~ J~ ;

it ooours 146 times in his writings.

In

lOPhil. 2:JO; Rom.. l~:4; II Cor. 112); I 'rheas. 2:8;
Rom. 9:JJ I Cor. 15,4;.

1

1Eph.

6:6.
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Paul the word "spirit" has obtained many new profound
implioations which are not found in the Old Testament.

But

it does not mean that Paul ignores the original meaning ot

If •lJ
..,

whi oh is the Hebrew equivalent of the Greek wol'd

7l"V2 U,)J,(/.__ .

We know that this originally meant "wind" and

the11 the di vine "breath" in refe~enoe to the life-giving
')

act of God.

The Greek v10rd

/ 'l

V£ U,;l(..tX comes from a root

which had somewhat simi
lar meaning with that of the Hebrew
;,
WOl'd

In olassio Greek it is often used 1n the

0

meaning of wi nd in the natural sense.

However, Paul never

'")

uses rt// 2 U,falo(

fo:r: the natural wind

Cl

The second usage

of this word i n the Old Testament, in which the physical
breath was explicitly expressed as the sign of a living
being, has also dropped off from the scene.
is used to ascribe God (116 times}.

Among the remaining

.......,

30 oases the word

/ t.

V~ U.)A o<

'!he majority

is used psyohioally,

indicating the higher element or man's lite (16 times) or
that whi oh is affected by the Spirit of God in man ' s 11:t'e
(14 times).
AB we saw in the previous discussion, in the Old

Testament the word
different ways.
for His essence:

n ~r1

First of' all

is used at least in three

rJ •);

"God is Spirit."

is ascribed to God

Secondly,

God in action, oreating the universe.

fT ")l means

-

This divine aat is

more emphatically referred to the life-giving act to man
and expressed by the word "breath" whioh was the sign ot
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life to the primitive people.

Thirdly, the word is also

known as God's special aot v1hitJh bestows upon .man an extra-

ordinary intalleotual o~ physical power in o~der that he
might accomplish the special task oo.mmiasioned by God.

In oomparison with these three usages of
the Old Testament, Paul has oertalnly deepened and expanded
'"' CZ in the New Testament, but the
the meaning of TtVS:. U./l

unde~lyi11g fundamental prinQiples have never been changed.
Above all, the word

;-c V2 Ciµ c:f.. is

asor ibed to God.

12

Paul

does not hesitate to change fi•om God to "S:piri t or God"; he
also uses the term rrHoly Spirit." in other occasions. 1 3 ~e

familiar phrase

n

'

Tt> n:V~ljllo<.
.

..-. ' '\/

J -

TtJ V A p!ul
.

cJU, is used

·to express the dignity of the exalted Obrist.

,...,

Oonoerning the first usage of the word / '- //~ t..JµD(,
Paul essentially agrees with that of' the Old Testament;
however, his olear ~ealization of the divine nature of
Christ and the third Person of the Godhead--the Holy Spirit-has greatly enriohed the understanding of Spirit.

-

Coinillg to

the point of the second usage ot the v,ord n:V:i. u~

,

Paul

again holds the same view with that of' the Old Testament,
tor him man1s 11:t'e originated in God's creation.

Paul takes

the creation story tor granted without any turthe~ explanation,

l2Rom. 8:14; I Oor. 2all; ):16; II Cor. ):).
l)I Thess. 4:8; Eph. 1:13; 4:)0.

beoause to him the Old Testament is the divine revelation

and so far as the necessary knowledge 01' human nature
relevant to salvation :l.s concerned, it is adequate to .man

to know his relatl on with God.

No attempt was made by Paul

to speculate the nature of man beyond the teaching of the
Hebr ew Bible; rat he~ his interes t was how the b~okan relationsh i p betwe en God and man could be reconoiled in Christ.
Although Paul uses the word

n:: Vt.. U/""' vld,.

.more emphatically

than those wr-i t er-.s befo.re him in 1•ef'erence to the highest

a spect

0 1'

lif e, such usage is by no means peouliar in Paul!'

In fact, arter th e pe~i od of the Exile, the tendency in wh1oh
the word "spirit" was getting a prominent position and a new
implioat l on ha s a~eady sh.own even in the Old Testament .•

Without completely elimina ting the synonymous usage of spirit
and sou1 1 simply ~eferriog to man's life !rom the view ot
the inner aspeot, s pirit is increasingly applied to the
inue,.rmost ele.m.ent of human life and espeoially to the

religious life.

About the same development of the concep-

tion ot .man has happened in Greek philosophy; while maintaining the use

ot the word ~ U X 71

to which the word 71:"'V'z!. vfao<

1

as immaterial part ot man,
could be used synonymously,

ttspi:rit" has become the w~d which more explicitly expresses
the element of the inner life t~ough whioh man aommunioates
No doubt both ot these two trends arteoted Paul

with God.

in hie terudnology, but Paul has never adopted the Dualistic
Greek ideas, looking at lif'e as a composition ot two entities,

.

~7
body and soul (spirit).

Life is a single e.n tity in whioh

the creative power of God is united with dust 1n man •
'lll.e t h ird usage o:f

11>

.,
V£ U,J.£0(

is really a new one;

this is who. t makes the di vine revela·t1on ·the New Testament.
Tb.is new fea ture is oentered in ·th e S:pirlt of Christ.

lmow that in the Old Testam.cmt

{] ·1·1

We

was the mighty power

of God w.hich acted upon the dust of the earth and made a
oorporal life tb.a 'G i s ma tJ.,

Now in t.he Nev, Testament the

same Spi.ri t of' God once again acts in ·a specific, way through

Christ in order to .make a new creature. 14 So tar as the
divine activity is oonoex·ned, bot.h the t'irst life and ·c;he

second l if'c belong to the same category, namely God's creative act.

Hov,evol', t:rom the viev.r of the nature, quality,

mode and result of God's creative act; the diffexenoe
between the i'irst and the seoond aotivities i~

the difference between hea~en and the e~th.

as gl'eat as
In the first

creation of .man's lif e, that which worked was the divine
breath of life; and in the seoond that which gives life is
Christ, the inoarnated Son of God.

:tn the first oreation of

lite, the !'ecipient of God's lite ...giving action was the dust

ot the earth, but in the seoond tiro.e; 1~ is not dust bu't man.
Throughout his voluminous Epistles, what Paul emphasized
is God's action in Ohl'ist for giving the second lite to man.
For the f~st life Paul has the Old Testament which reveals
l4Ro.m. 6 t 2); 8: 2; etc.
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all the knowledge about man and his lost situation &nd
being subjected to death.

The divine act in Christ tor
I

giving the new life pre-supposes the existence of .man,
not .man's so ul and body , bu·t his whole life.

Man's total

life is the only su'o,jeo·t; to whi ch Christ oan act in order
to c.rea te a new· li:!:"e which swallows up the old life. 1 5 ot
cou:r:3e, the a ew l ife is 011tirely diffe:reut f!·om. tho old life,

but both of t hem a:i:e the r esul t s of the divine action

or

lite-

giving and there is an un~x eakable relation between them..

To

say "relati on 11 is not to imply a sense ct oause-eti'P.Jot or
that one p~odu ce s t h e other,

Nor doea it mean that the

fi.rat one is t:re..ns.fo!'.med into the seoond one.

Rather, the

firs t lite must be theie in o~der that upon it tho Spirit
of Christ might act a.+id gi ve rea.n a n~w life.

This wiion ot

two lives is t ha gr eatest mystery ot Christian taith •
•~ t.he :r:esult or the lite-giving act of the Spirit, man
obtains a n.ew life• this Paul also calls nspirit. a
re.minds us how the Old Testament word

Cl;"),

Th.is

is used tor

both the breath of lite pertaining to God and the breath of
11:e which is in man.

'When this divine will acts upon the

1

human will aa Spil'it upon spirit, the divine will is transmitted to man. n 16 .Now this renewed man is called a spiritual

l5n Co~. 5:17.
16w. David Stacey, The .Pe.ulin6 View ct Man
pp;-1ji-l32 •. - -

Macmillan Co., 1956),

(London,
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ma.11 i n oontre.s t te> the na tur a l man who b.a s only the first

life which he inherited f~om the first man.

In I Oor. 2:11

t.bs Spirit of God wh ich dwells in man is contrasted with
the spirit of man .

It is very important to .make a clear

distinction between the s pirit of man which is in common
with u11believers a.11d the Spirit which is given to the
believers t h J~ough Christ.
by t he Spi r i t

Tb.e s.pi1•1t of man was renev,ed

( of Ch~ is t ) , but the human spirit never rose

to sJ:a x e t he diYine natureo

Coming up to this point, it

is necessary t o r emember ·~ha t the vrnr<l "spirit" is never
reckoned by Pa.ul as s omething which exoludes the other

element of l ife , dis solving the integrity of life, but is
t he inn.e r as11eot of t h e same life, 1n which man oommunioates
wi th God.

Though spirit puts i .ts emphasis on the religious

aspect of life, it neve~ undermines the totality of life.

In faot, t he Bible to some extent often uses these two
terms interchangeably.

In the Old Testament, God's

n :i-i

is described as

the breath of man when it is spoken in the view ot the result
of the divine act which r ·emaina as the sign of lite.

Likewise

in Paul the Spirit which is given to the believers is called
the spirit or life of Christian.

With John:

At this point Paul agiiees

"I oam.e that they might have lite, and have it

abundantly."17

l7John 10:10.
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Tb.e foul!th usage of the wo.rd "spirittt in Paul has no
direct l'elat;ion, so fal' as our present discussion ot the
oonoaption of life is oonoerned, so that, we .may just
briefly ment:i.on what it is, before reaching our conolusiono
In the Old Tes·cament we have already seen that the word

{] ~, 1

r ef'el'S to the d1.vine gifts, intelleotual or physical.

Paul too, following t;he pattern of the Old Testament, :freely
uses the wo:r.d

7[' v

"\

z· uµ o<. for the same purposeo

In this case,

of course, the renewal of lif'e in Christ must pl'eoede the
receiving of ·t he special gifts of the Holy Spirit.
According to oUl' observations, Paul's use of the v,ord
""l

.......

;n:-V£ U./1-LC,Z can be summarized as follows:

In Pa.ul7TV£U}lq

is never used in the mea.ning of natural wind or physical
breath of man.

When it is ascribed to God, he clearly refers

to all th.J.•ee Persons of the Godhead.

Spirit is also applied

to the divine aot, especially to His life-giving aot.

However, Paul's primary concern is the divine act in Christ
by which He gives the new li:t'e to man,

In regard to the i'irs.t

life which is comm.on to all mankind, Paul has simply accepted
the Old Testament teaching.

The word 7C"V.2 L)fi~ denotes the

highest element or aspect of hum.an life which is related to
the spiritual or :eligious lite in the modern sense.

Concern-

ing the spil'i t of the unregenera ted man, Paul shows a tendency

to equate it with soul (

ljJ UX f

) in contrast to the new

implication of spirit 01' Ohristian.

Paul also calls the new

lit'& which now became the possession 01' the believer "spirit"

6l.
(ot Christian), and the believer in whom the Spirit dwells
is called a "spiritual .man'' in contrast to the natural man
who has only ·the spirit of man.

Lastly, the Spirit is also

used fo1• descr i bing tlle gii'ts al" tho Spi:rj_t whioh a.re

be~towed to the Christiaµ.

In ract, all the usages ot the

word 7X V;?: U_i,l°\ i n PG.'Ul have their pe.tte~ns in the Old
Testament, tb.ey ar:e infa.nt-lle and im:pe:rfsct.
see the full development

or

In Paul we

.....

the wo~d ?TJ/2 L!/l<°\ and all the

meanings axe centered. in Christ \\i"ho is the Spirit and the
Li:te.

CRAFT.ER

V

IS MAN SOUL .AND BODY OR LIFE AND DUST

Although -val'ious terms are used to describe "lite"
in both the Old and the Nev, Testaments, yet there is one

thought whioh underlies all the diffe~ent expressions:
is the totality of life.

'!hat

The primitive Dlind started to

understand man with hia visible appearance, the physioal
organism.

L'l the course of the development of human

k:nowledgep then the conception of lite was becoming more

and more theorized and abstraot.

A oharaoteriatic example

can be found in the history of the Greek phi.l osophy,

But

the story is quite different in the Hebrew thought; the idea
of lite has never reached to suoh a point 1n which lite is
conceivable apart from its physical existence:

or course,

it does not mean that theta was no de•elopment in the
Hebrew thought, but while the idea ot life was growi_ng higher
and deeper, yet throughout the whole Bible the Hebrew expression has continuously regarded life as something which

is co~poral.

Suoh Biblical description of life to ~odern

mind is likely infantile and at an underdeveloped stage ot
human thought, but Scripture shows that the revealed truth

is tar superior to the human $peculation in understanding

the nature ot man's lite.
Recently, more theologians have beoome aware of the
Biblical truth of man's life, stressing the unity

or

soul
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and body arid :pointing out 'hbD. t the trad1 tional teaching of

the Churoh on the nature of man had been somewhat influenced
by the Greek philosophy, even though there was still a great

difference between Ch.r is tian understandir.g and the Greek

idea of life.

T'nis redis·oovery of the Biblical truth

or

man's life is surely important, not only because it is a
part of the Christian dootrine, but also has a great
significance in relation to the whole system of Christian

thought, like the immortality of the soul, the resurrection
of the body and even the uniqueness of the two natures ot

Christ in one person.

Therefore, a oo~reot understanding

of the soul-body relationship is one of the main is~ues in
Christian theology and it deserves our further study.
Our previous study of terminology concerning life in

Soriptur e shov,s that in many cases those intriguing words
are impossible to translate by any single English word without obsou.ring some of the original meanings.

Beyond any

;

argwnan t, the whole European world being directly influenced
by the G.reek oivilizat.ion, not only inherited many words
from the Greek originals, but also took over the Greek
ideas along w1 th the language, so that it is dit1'1oult to
Europeans to get rid of the Greek way of th1nkjng.

It might

be one reason why the Scriptural conception whioh rooted 1n
the Hebrew mind has been often obsoured and misunderstood
in the Ohuroh.
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V/hat is the life or man in Scripture?
of soul and body as many suggested'?

To

Is man a unity

ansvter these ques-

tionst we have to go back to the creation narratives in the

first and the second chapters of Genesis, for nowhere else

do we find more di reot and precise statements of man's nature

tn

the Bibleo

Wi th out a doubt these two stories reveal man's

natuxe from different angles; the account in the first chapter
has its pa~ticul ar significance in asserting that man is
created in the image of God.

But fl'om an anthropological

standpoint, and especially in respect to our present discussion, ·che ao cowit we find in the second chapter is more
instruotive t han the former one.

It is necessary, however,

to take them t ogether with whateve~ other materials on the
subject may be round elsewhere in sor1pture, and try to

understand the real meaning of life.•
In Gen. 2: 7 we are told that Jahweh

rust

formed man

out o:t' dust of the earth and into his nostrils God breathed
the breath of life and then man became a life--a living
being.

What does it e.xa.otly .mean in saying th.at "the Lord

God forned man out of dust from the ground?" Someone says
that up to the moment before God breathed the breath of lite,

man had only a body--bones, fle~h; blood, eto. But it seems
that e.ooording to t .h~ text;- though the word "man" is used

in this place, striotly speaking he was not yet to be properly
oalled "man•" because he had no li:f'e until 'God breathed the
breath o:f' lire into his nostrils.

So it may be said that
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the first use of the word "man" does not indioate a man in

the real sense, but is merely a way

or

speaking in which the

word is used in anticipation of becoming man.

Furthermore,

what God formed out of dust was not a body in a strict sense,
beoauae the body infers the existence of life.

Bones, flesh

and blood as t he parts of the body are organic structures
which are produced by life-giving aot of God, therefore,
until the moment in wh ich God has given life to dust, d.u st

did not beoor.ae a body.

We· a.:re not going to speculate whether

what God foxmed out of dust had already bio-ohe.mioally

changed from inorganic into organio · structure and the form,
as we have now, or for more accurate illustration; such a$
a body from which the life has just left.

Nevertheless,

one thi ng must be stressed that he was not yet a m!in, and
his body was not yet a real body until God has given lite
to him.

Man is a being whioh has life; no lite, no man.

Sor ipt ur e does not say th.at God has given two 11ves to .man,

one for the physical body and another as sp~it or soul.
There is only one lite for the whole man.

I:f' we assume that

there axe two livea in man, material or corporal and immaterial or spiritual, no m1tter what kind of interpretation
has been made in Christian anthropology differing from the
Greek idea of 111'e., it is still grounded on the basic
prinoiple of Greek dualism.

Man does not possess two separable lives, but there is
only one which embraces all the aspects ot hun,.an life.

God's
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creative aot hns made one life and this life must be in the
form of a unity with matter , in Biblical word, "dust."

The

souroe of man's life is the divine breath of life, but to be
a life of man, dust is also an indispensable element, beQause
.man is so designed by God to live the corporal life.

We do

not say tha t man ' s lif e has a self-sustaining power, but
according to Scr i ptUl'e, ~P. n was originally so created that
he could live as l ong a s t ho Creci:to.r susta ins him.

Surely,

death is not G·od 7 s will, but a consequence ot' sin.

"There-

f ore a s sin oame i nto thG world through one man and death
th.rough sin, und s o deat h sprea d to o.11 i:nen because all men
sin11ed. n 1 I t l s v er·y clear that man is created not to die

but to live , so that death is an abnormal state of man's
life which is s u:rely no·t an original destiny of man.

The

Bible never xegards death as a blessed matter, like the
Greek thought, after death man could come to more pe~feot
lite.

Even though Paul said,

is to depart and

f'My desire

be with Christ, for thet is f ar better,"

2

he did not mean

that death its elf was something desirable, but hoped to be
with Christ, and to be with Christ antioipates the .resurrec-

tion o~ the body, namely, the restoration of the tullness of
life.

1Ro.m." 5:12.
2

Phil. 1:2).
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What then is soul?
life'I

Can it be identified with the total

We have p!'eviously discussed that in the Old Testament

the Hebrew word

(U !]
.:r for Gl'eek ll>r UX
I;: ·:

7

I

and English

"soul" could be ·t;ranslate·d into English word "life" in many

oases.

I't,; is also .m.entioned that the Hebrew ·word

1J/!J)
OQ

"

<.lenotes the life in its totality.

., "

~

But the problem a.rises

when these two words tilife" and "soul" are used in English

Bible, there are some different implications between them.
It is a fact that even in the Hebrew Bible., these t,·10 wo~ds

Vl ;J
0

,J

11 .;_ l~

e.na.

had .11espectively the meanings

or neok and brea th, a..1d 1'i!'st were used quite syno.nymously,
f

but 1,:1.te:r- on the

than

(1 )

1'1

'T T

1,101•d

W ..!] )
c,, p

i'

0

;

,

~

became. popul~, more popul.Eu'
,

It is al so true th.at the wo:rd VJ !J

..

•O

J
,

c"

puts the em.p hasis on the inne~ aspect of life, but never
excludes the outv,a.rd :aanitestation of life.
~

the Hebl'e·w· di.d not use this term

death.

VJ '!.J
.ye>

J

~o

In other words,

for what su~vived

• "
So that, in the Heb?~w expression both of them were

applied to~ denoting the \~1ole life and if thexe was a ditfer-

ence, that was a me:tter of t.h.e emphasis on different aspects
of life,

Regar·ding the usages of English "soul" e.nd "life, "

just one thing is enough to p.rove the difference bet;.•.-~en
these two words.

When we

U!38

the word "soul" in our writings

and ae;rraons, nobody modifies this wo»d by adjectives; like

"Sp1r1t~al" and "physical;" bacaus.e 1~ popular usage the

word "soul" has alreadf excluded the physical connotation.
But when we use the word "life, u the eituati·on is just
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contrary to the usage of the word "soul"; it is necessary
to use the adjectives "physical" and "spiritual" in order
that they might be well expressed.

In oonneotion witll this

difte~ence between the original meaning of the Hebrew word
and English translation, one more thing is interesting to
observe, narnely, tlle fact that the English word "life" still
holds the meaning ot the wholeness.
that if the word

11

Bu·t the thing ia this

life" is used as it means, thel'e would be

no trouble to express the Hebrew thought, yet in English .mind
there are two lives; one is spiritual and another physical

or in nouns, soul and body.

Scripture teaches a dualism

on the nature of man too, but it is not a theory of body
and soul.

Rather, O~istian dualism is the unity of life

and dust.
On one hand man is regarded as dust from the view of
his earthly original.

Therefore, it is said, "~n lives

until he returns to the ground trom which he was taken
(Gen. .3 : 19 ) •

II

In Ps • we read, "When takes t away thei i breath,

they die and return to their dust."
is a life which

On the other hand, man

is given to him to be united with dust in

order that he might beoome man and live on the earth.

In

respect to its origin, man is still oalled dust, but in the
view of its being animated state, aooording to those transformed, visible and tangible tissues and oigans, is also
oalled banes, flesh, blood and the like.

These transtorm.ed

tissues and organs are not merely .material parts ot .man, but
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eaoh of them is a part of the total life of man.

For this

reason, the Hebrew oould use them to represent the whole
lite ot man.

The single wo1•d ":f'lesh" can stand tor man

{Ps. S6:4 9 John 1:14).

called life.

Likewise blood oan be precisely

O:f course, we should not overlook the emphasis

of the individual word by which the vtnole lite is expressed.
Hor example, the Wol'<l ":flesh" is used to expresa the total
life, but in this oase the lira.: is viewed tro.m the standpoint
of its orig in whi oh is dust.

Many term.s, including

y; U X 7'

soul denote the whole life, but ee.oh of them has its own
partioula~ signifioance while they all represent the life
of IUB.n..

This makes ·1t somewhat difficult tor us to grasp

the exact meaning of the H.ebrew ooneeption or life, but

meanwhile we soe the abundance of the Hebrew thought oon-

oerning life.
We have said that man is a unity ot' life and dust, but
it 1s generally pres6nted in the te:r-JnS of soul and body which

easily give a misunderstau:ling, as if .man has two lives; one
tor body and another as soul.

Moreover, the soul is regarded

as the essential part or the total lite and to some extent

it is also thought to be able to survive death,

Based on

the oreation story, we have pointed out that th_e original

word 1n the Hebrew Bible tor English word "soul" is surel7
used 1'c.:r denoting th~ whole life, but when we co.me to the
popular usage of this word "soul" 1n English language, we
must be careful 1n order that we might not take over the

,
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Greek connotation along with t his word "soul." Now we oome
to anothel'

WOI'd

"spil'lt, n the equivalent of the Gl'eok word

7TV ~ U/ U °( and the Hebrew word
thropology.
~

n "-} /

in i31blioal an-

To s tudy· the oonce:pM.ot1 .n nd usage of tho word

~

v2 U/bl.-°\ (spil' it}, .i ·li /is necess ary to relat e to the word

"aoult' again, b e caus e thes e t rrn t a.rras aNa so clos a l y oouneoted
with ea~h ot h el' t ha t we ca nnot study ttnpir i t" without touching

the word "s~ul o ' '

In fact, t he correct intarp1•etation of the

Soriptu;ra l oonoeption of lii'e depends on the cl0a.r distinotion
bet1vean th<?s e- two words as v,e.11 as their mutual inte1relationahip oonoe:.c .aiug life in t h e Bible.
In the pr evi ou.s cha ptel' we have a lready diaoussed the
.meaning and us a ge o:f the li0bl'eW word

n~ I

in ·i,;he Old

Testa:n.en.t; however, we J.W:J.Y ramind ourselves of the de1'1ni-

t1on of t his word by bo~rowing Koehlar'a words:
wha t we call s pirit, IJ-11 , means first of all
air 1n motion, and therefol'e also the wind. The

breath ot God, i.e. the ocld wind, makes ice.
Pa. 147: 17. i\ wind comes tor-th from the Lord

aud btings ~uails, Num. ll:Jl. ID. auoh o~sea the
two meaningu, wind and spirit, ~e still involved
in one ano t.hex. J
In the course 01' the deVelo1)alunt of the Hebrew thought

oonoerning the; Spiri~ of' God and the lite ot .man, the word

C,~ 1

shows its enlargement and adJusti.11ent of usage as

well as the growing .meanings.

Even in the Old Testament it

JL. Koehler, Old Testament ~eolo~, translated by
A. S, · fodd from Gexman {Phi ladelphia:he Westminster Press,
1957), p. 1.38.
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has already beon shown that there are savetal other uoages
of this word, besides the original meaning of "air in
motion" or "w5.nd."

J.n conno otion with the lite of man. this

word is not usad for denotin~ the divina breath of lifo in
the earlier pe:c i od.
the life, the wor d

Qi),

llefexring to the divine aot of creating

i1 ~
T

LU •..J is used instead of the woxd
~

T

•

JJ )] W J

S:lnce ·i;he word

o

J

I

:

J,:'1ore emphat:i.oally

expresses ·the breath of livi·~ig b&ing, it ls used tox indi~·

e~ing the sign of li.:f1a .in m'.3.n as well as in animal.

Prima-

0

11 }':] (J)_) denotes ~~he physj_cal "ol'eath.

l'ily the· wo:cd.

I

-, ;

IJ.;J/

·i;na t perlod the usage of th~ word

At

is rather confined

to express the str ong breath in man, oocasionally sse~ in
the e!llotio.1.1.al l:l.:X:Oi teraent, like aa.ge:r • and also 5.n. physical
0

ezerois6.

Bo th in

( 7 Y.J U) .J and
T

T

:

(1 ~l the

Hebrew finds

their or i g:ln in God, t h l r1.king t.ba t not only the {l Y-J
'T

\J/ J
T

t

or God CI'eated man's lil'e, but the emotional excitement
which c~used the extraordinary strong breath in man is also
affected by di1•eot act of God's

f7 •)l .

It is very 1mpor•

tant to .nnke a clear distinction between i 'l

t) U/J and

n •) l

T·;
While both of them could express the lite of man, signified
by the bre£.th. the word
'

•

(I )-::)\.1)
..J; is
1" ,

T

used to refer to the

ordinary life of man which is a result · ot the divine aot
with an efD.l)haeis o~ the actual operation ot God, the word

[7 "11

is s:pec:tr1cally ascribed to God in 1·et'erenoe to

the essential origin or sow:ce or the life of man, e~peoial.ly

the strong oreath in man as the symbol ot moxe vigorous lite

.
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which directly comes from God.

However, the usage of

has somewhat changed in the later ages.

The usage is not

so rigid as it was; now it also generally indicates the
ordinary life and breatho

But even in this case the sense
t .o God has never· been lost. 4

of relating the

regard to the word "soul (

"!.))~~
•

0

'1

J }, "· we

"r.9

In

have already

mentioned that it is mostly used to denote the whole life
of man in the view of its rel.a tion with body (or dust).

u/:J J
.

the words

t) I,,

t; '..

and

Both

(l ') 1 did not lose their respec-

tive emphases on the diffe~ent viewpoint or the relations

with two origins; the divine breath ot life and dust from
the earth.

How·ever, generally, these two words have become

synonymous.

For example• in Isa. 26: 9, "Viith my

desired thee in the night, yea, with my

tl .) ·,

U/!J .1
o,,G

•

O

•

(1

I
•

within me,

I sought longingly for thee."
The intel'relation ot these three terms

(I ") ·1 oonoern.ing life in

and

briefly summarized as :follows.

j,QW), viiiJ J

T T t
-.: ':.''
the Old Test~en t oan be

When referring to the source

of man's life which is God, the divine act of oreating life
..
is called

1/ tJ
1J/j
. so
I
T;

that in the earlier periodtf1~U} J
ft;

is considered to belong to God, even though the divine power

aoted upon man and created man's lii'e.

From the view o~ its

C

origin

tr V:] tJJ )
,-

l2z7.

'

•

is s ti 11 God ts ,

Therefore, 1t is said that

4Iaa. 42:5; Zech. 12:1; Job 27:); Pe. 115:29; Eocles.
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I

r1 \~ lJ/. ~ and m.an dies • Against this

God takes away His

0

basic idea, any extraordinary manifestation of human lite

fl ~ J .

is naturally linked to God's particular

cl)'.? Uj J

word

'

The

indicates prim.a~ily the actu:i physical

~

breathing with which God m.ani:f'ested His power in creative

action.

r( "l refers

T'n.e.refore' while

-

the life-giving power which is in God, rI

to the source of
0

)() \)) j

deseribes

' :
operation which has affected dust and aJ.so is

the power in

,-

t

continuously affectlng man• s life.

So that t·..()et W -J is a
'C T

:

sign of lira whioh is in the process of continuously existing; Job describes the continuance of his life by saying,
~

u

\'l 1d U.) J

"all my

is still in me" (Job 27: 3).

(I 'V-1 UJ ~

T -rt
occurs only 24 times in the Old Tes ta.men t, compared with the

•1~

other two terms

U)(J. .!J J and
""

t

fr I
1>_)

,

which oocur 754

0 "
't

and 376 times respectively, it has no significant position,
at least so far as the frequency ot its oocu.rrenoe 1s oon-

oerned.

uJ •~ -1. ,

the first significant
... p,O
thing we noticed is that this word is never used of God.

lJ.J

1
;/
0

Regarding the word

J

6- 0

.

always pertains to .man (and in few oases to

II

animal)• denoting the totality of life from the view of its

being oorporal.

U1 ·~ . ~
I)

surely emphasizes the inner aspect ot lite,

~

but the oonsideration is still taken trom its state united
W1 th dust, so that

uJ p :l,
"

0

integral life.

alone is never regarded as an

•

1herefore; that which we call "soul" began

to exist from the moment in whioh the divine breath ot lite
acted upon dust and oreated man,
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In the course of the development of the Hebrew payohology t the usage of both

w·;i J~ and
•

(7 ·) I

have

•

undergone some change from their original meanings.
the word

lJ)~'J] j
II ~

the prominent
to

n 'i) l

-

0 (1
4

Though

did not disappe0.l' from So:ripture. but

~OS ition

J

that U)~~
onoe held is transferred
" .,

in ·the la.tel' period.

whioh always

looked at the life in the view of its corporal state and
retained the oonoeption vd thout obange; and as the result,
apparently, it is not adequa te to express the growing inner
religious experience.

Now the Heb~ew must have a new term

that oan express psychical and religious experienoe.

Instead

of making a nevv wo:rd, the Hebrew has found the solution by
ohanging and expanding the implication of the word

•

The evidence in the Old Testament shows that suoh development

was not neoessarily influenced by the Greek philosophy.
we ha ve discussed above,

AS

/'7;; J is primarily ascl'ibed to

God and even in the case in whioh it is applied to man. it
is still regarded as so.mething that belonged. to God.
now the center to which the word

from God to man.

(1 ')) is

(l ')J attached

-

But

has changed

~egarded to be poss~ssed by

nian; by 'Wh ioh man has a oomm.unica ti on with God.

This develor-

ment was continuing throughout the inter-Testa.mental period
and finally, in Paul's mind the profound New Testament
oeption ot 7t"'V..z

v){ o(

COJl-

has been completed, as we have already

disoussed 1n previous ohap~ers.
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The Old Testament does not give any detail about the
state of life hereafte:r.

The material part of body returns

to the ground and the soul (life) goes to Sheol.

This simple

statement attempts .m.or~ly to ohow that the life ot man whi~h

was pl'oduoed by tl1e divine aot, does. not vanish. but in some
way continuously exists.

However, the Old Tes~nt declares

that in a real sense, this kind of oontinuity is no longer a
life, beoause the full life always infers the state in which
life is united with .matter.

It is notioeable that Hebrew

thought of life has changed; the emphasis has shifted from
one point to anothei:.

JJ'or ins tanoe, the expeotat.i on of the

resurrection has become muoh stronger in the post-eilC11e
peri od than before the eXile.

And in the New Testament the

resurrection of the body becou~s the ~ery oenter of the
Gospel message.

In regard to the immortality of the soul and the
resurreetion of the body, the·r e is a tende11cy among modern

scholars to :re:f'ute the first pal't and defend the second part.
lor exam.ple, T. A. Kantonen atguesi

There is no imruol.'tal1 ty of the soul but a
resurrection of the whoie person, body and soul
from death. The only immortality which the Bible
~eoognizes is the iJ:nmortalitr of a personal relationship with God in Ohrist.,

ST. A. Kantonen, Tlie Christian Hope (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Press 1 1954r:;-" P• jj.
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Kantonen is right ·to say that there is no immortality of
soul, if the immortality 1s understood in a sense of the
Gteek philosophy.

Howevel', it seems tba t we must olarity

the de:f'ini tions of soul and immortality betore we deny ol'

defend them.

Os oar GuJ J man.r.1. ala o holds the same view on

this subject 1n his l'eoen t book, Immortalit:£ of

Reaur l'ectj.on

91..

~

Qead (London:

lli Soul

E!.

The Epworth Press, 1958) •

In some aspeot a denial of the immortal! ty ot the soul is
biblical, but it still needs some further explanation before

we oome to a derinite conclusion.

I

Th.5 teachings on the state

of lif'e af'ter death and the resUl'reotion of the body a.re not
too clear in the Old Testament.

About the state of the dead,

in a sharp oontrast to the New Testament, we have in Isaiah
)8:18-19:
For Sheol cannot thank thee, death cannot praise thee;
those who go do"':'P- to the pit cannot hope for thy faithfulness. The l!vlng, the living, he thanks thee, as I
do this day; the father .makes knovm the children ~hy
taithf'ulness.
J.fany other passages 1n the Old Testament teach us that when

man dies both body and soul are involved.

But 1n the New

'l'estam.ent Jesus Qlearly teaches the vivid life after death.
Paul too expresses the lite s.tter death, but he finds 1 t in

Christ and with Christ.

Regal'ding the resurreotion ot the

.

dead, in Dan. 12:2 .we ~ead, ''14.8.nY ot those who Sleep 1n the
dust ot the earth shall wake, some to everlasting lite, e.n4
some to Sha.me and everlasting contempt." But in Isa. 26: 14,

we have this phrase, "dead shall not 11ve, shades shall not

rise."
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The statements regarding the immortality of the soul
and the state of life after death 1n the Old and the New
Testaments seem to be inoonsistent and even sometimes somewhat contradictory.

There is no neoessity to deny the fact

that God's revelation and raan's oorresponding comprehension
have been increasing and getting tuller and olearo~ in the
coUl'se of time.

Yet the fundamental truth never ob.a.nges

throughout t he whole Bible.

'l:nose apparent problems mD.Y be

solved or at least may have some better understanding, if we
see them in the light of the Hebrew thought of life whioh

We have stressed again and

underlies the whole problem.

again that the Hebrow sees life in its totality; various
terms oan stand for the whole life, though they might have
dif't'erent emphases and aspects.
two Hebrew woi•ds

11/'!J J

In the later period the

and

n

i)

1

are used almost

synonymously. but there is still something different behind
the populal' usages of these words.

Originally• sp1rit[77l 1

belonged to God and was God's own aot.

Since 1t aoted

-

upon du.st and created man's life, God continuously sustains
man's life through the same divine aot.

Therefore, though

it is oalled the spirit of man, it is still looked upon as
belonging to Clod.

When

(1

;;1

is used to denote man's

life, life is always acknowledged in view of its original

..

uJ ':!], -1 ,

though
.
equally expressing the totality of life, is not only never
relationship with God.

Meanwhile the word

<t"

."

used fo~ God, also even 1n man always used 1n oonneotiOn
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with the oondition of man's life being united wi~h dust.
When we simply refer to the total life without stressing the
relation of life to its ol'igins, ne.m.ely, the divine aot--

the only source ot' lj.fe and th<·} du.st of the ea:r-th, both
•
uJ ~ .1 and fl :, J could indioa ta the same thing--man' s
6/

lii'e.

O;

'-

If we want to emphasize the original relations of

man 1 s life to ~pirit and dust. then we can make a distinction
t

by using

W .'-!I J
..
.. 0

and

1) 4'

C} ~, I

Now it is

:cespectively.

•

(;

very cl eal' tba t if we use the word soul UJ ~ p)'
f) V

G

in the narrow

t

sense, referring to the condition of life being earthly existence, we may say that wh en roan dies, both body and soul are

involved or, mox e accurately speaking, the spirit is taken
away by God and dust returns to the ground from which it came.
Thus the integrity of ~an is dissolved and there is neither
body nor soul existing.

On the other hand, if the spirit

or man is used ro:r. describing the total lti'e ( or soul is
used in tha same meaning), it cannot be said that the saul
(spirit) does not exist after death.

Though we do not think:

thut the spirit ot man continuously exists in itself like
the Greek thought, but in accordance with God's eternal
design, it could exist, because Scripture does not teaoh
the. t God has 11.m.ited the span of

I;l8n 's

lii'e at creation.

Ii' everything is completely annihilated after death, there

would be no suoh thing as the resurrection ot the body.
We do not equate the Spirit of God and the spirit ot
man; before God had yet made man, His Spirit was His own,
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but now it has once acted upon the dust and become a man's
life or spirit which dwells in dust by t~anstorming it to
the body, then. i ·t is ncrH an essential and individual
existence.

:Fn is very life of man or hwnan being has lost

its in-tegl'i ty because of sin.
the Hebrew.

Death was a crucial f'act to

No wonder having no clear hope of' the l'eSurl'ec-

t i on of the body which is necessary to the full lifet the

Hebrew in his earlier age has been captured
and hopeles sness a t one's death.

by

deep sorrow

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

Scripture is often called "the Book of Life."

Surely,

the Bible dese~ves such a title, beoause it deals with the
life of mano

Generally speaking, the Old Testament tells

us about the present llfe and its relationship with God,

whi le man is looking forward to the coming nevr life 1n

Christ; and the New Testament reveals that while the old
life is still oontinuing to exist, the new life in Obrist
has all'eady affected man.

In our pfevious discussion we

have already mentioned that life is not something abstract
and

analytical but concrete and synthetioalo

Man's life is

a product of immaterial power of the divine Spirit, but it
is so created to inhabit matter, transf'orming dust to body,
the.t so far as the present life is concerned, the integrity
of man's life can be fotmd only in the state, 1n wbk>h the
source of life--the divine breath ot life--is united with
dust which belongs to the e~th.

Therefore, the body is

not only the vehiole whioh bears the so-oalled soul of .man,
but is an essential part which is indispensable to the total
life.

Nevertheless, from human observation and experience,

the so-oalled body as an aspect of the total life seems to
be more closely connected with matter.

When we say a "body,"

it imm.eQ.iately infers the very existence of life, for without
lite there is no "body,'! but merely dust.

Soul has been
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usually rega.l'ded to be the most 1.mportan t part ot lite, and
even sometimes u.nde:rstood as the very essence ot life, so
that the soul could have more perfect and integral life in
the state of being dissolved from dust.

In the course of the development of Heb:row thought the
conception of

0

soul" has been enlal'ged, en:riched and deepened.

The word "soul" often stands for the total life (othtll' words

like i'lesh, blood, breatjh, etc • .represent the whole life too),
while its emphasis is on the inner aspect ot life.

We may

customal'ily contrast body e.nd soul in oU1' thought for certain
practical convenience, but in its essence life is one, uniting
the soul and the body; the laok of either one destroys the
integrity of life.

God's Spirit once acted upon dust of the

earth and .man came to existe

Therefore. refetring to the

source of the hum.an life, while the life is possessed by

.man, yet its authority still belongs to God.

This is one

of the basic thoughts upon whioh the Hebrew has built up the
religion, knowing .man's position before God and aooessing
to God according to the way which God has revealed to him..

In connection with this point, we must reject the· Greek
idea in which ma.n's soul is reckoned as a divine spark and
when it is disembodied, the soul will return to the diVine
essence.
The Old Testament does not teaoh too m.uoh about the
s1 tua tion ot man, s lite atter death, though 1 t atf irms the
continuance of a shadowy life.

Death is by no means an
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annihilation of man, but a state of the disintegrity of lite
oaused by sino

F:rom the view of the fullness

ot life as it

should be, according to God's original design, the dissolved
life is merely an existence abnormal and miserable.

To the

Hebrew it is the greatest tragedy in contrast to the Greek
idea in 'Which death is considered as the emancipation of
soul from the prisonhou.se of body and such disembodiment is
desirable and necessary for the better life of the immortal
soul • . Concerning the life hereafter, our question is not
in the side of dust, because not only Scripture clearly
teaches the fate of dust in .many passages, for ins tanoe • "You
are dust and to dust you shall return, ,,l but also our empi1'1cal
experience asserts this very fact that dust returns to the
earth from where it has come.

So our real problem is what

would be the situation of man's life which was once embodied
by the life-giving aot of God.

Obviously, before God created

man the divine power or figuratively speaking, the breath
of God was within God, but when it once aoted upon dust and

became man, the power of God became a oonorete reality by
uniting with matter as an individual existence.

So that man

1s now an integral, oonorete, and real existence in the

universe-

This human reality being ozeated by God remains

as long as God s .ustains it.

And God shows that He is willing

1Gen. ):19; pa. 104:29; 146;4; Job )4sl5; eto.

8)
to sustain t he reality of human life tor His own sake, despite its integrity is destruoted by sin.

For this reason

even He has sent His only begotten Son to the world in order
that the broken integrity

or

the man's life might be restored.

This xestoration oft.he integrity of life is called the
resurrection of the body in the Bible.

However, that is

another stor y t hat meanwhile the integrity of life is being
restored through the bodily resurrection, the resulted state
of the integl'i ty of life s~1:>aeses the integrity of ltif;S

before man was disembodied and even the integral life of
Adam before he fell into sin, because the Son of God became
flesh and died and rose again from the death in the glorioqs
body.

God had had a definite plan from eternity to change
this miserable state of human life and also revealed through-

out the Old 'l'estament, nevertheless, on one hand man only
1:>artially understood God's plan for the ultimate salvation
of man, and on the other hand the whole economy wa~ still
in process and in the period of anticipation in the Old
Testament..

Now God interfered in the course of human life

by the incarnation of His Son.

This very event is much

greater than His creation of the unive~se and aooordingly,
affects the whole mankind,..not only the believers but the
unbelievers too.

Not only those lives who ca.me to exist

after Christ •a inoar·n ation, but also those who lived before
Him. and are now in the state of disem.bodied life have
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altogether been affected.

In other words, the incarnation

and the resurrection of Ohrist has affected the whole realm
of human life from Adam to the last man who would be born

on the earth as a descendent of A~am..

To believers the

appearance of the et ernal life in the flesh opens thew~
through which the disintegrated life can be restored with a
better body by reoei ving t he .n.ew life in Christ, and to the
unbelievers t he ver y event brings ·them from a shadowy torm

of life to a oondlt ion in which the rebellious lives become
more vlvid and xeal t han even before, as Ohl'ist has pictured
in His p8.l.'able o:r the rich .man and I.azarus. 2 Certainly,
death used to be a r eward of sin. but

nOY1

to Ohl'istians its

meaning has completely changed, e.s Paul cried out, "-0 death,

where is thy victory?

o death wher~ is thy sting? • • •

But thanks be to God, who gives us the viotory thl'ough our
Lord Jesus Christ.";

It is a tact, howev~r, thet the

Ohl'istian Who already has a new life still passes through
the separa tion of body and soul, but it is no longer the

same death which the unbelievers die, though no difference
is there in its appearance trom the unbeliever•s.
The new life of the Ohl,'istian does not come trom the

tl'ansformation of the first life whioh is totally de~ived

2

Lk. 16:19-31.

31 Oor. 15:5;_,57.

s;
by

sin.

Nor is it a restoration of the life of the first

man berore his fall.
"renewal o'f

.man,"

Even the Bible uses the phrase the

or "born again," it does not mean that in

Christ we merely restoxe the original perfectness ot Adam.

Many Christians think s o, but the revealed truth 1n Scripture
clearly shows that it is not such a ·thing the:t we are or

will be put back: in the :resto.red Paradise which is being
lost by Adam's sin.

The new life in Christ is an entirely

different one trcm that which Adam had in his perfect oondiWe are not longing for tha restoration of ~adise

tio11.

somewhere on the earth.

We

al'O

not going to live again in

the union with the dust which belongs to the earth, in order
thh t the integ:rity of life might be resto?ed.

But we expect

to be given a new body, glorious and spiritual, in the likeness of the resurrected body of Ch~ist.

It is a mystery

what the spil'itual body would be like; but one thing is very
olear:

rity

er

that by reoe1v1ng the new spiritual body the integman's life ~~11 be fully restored.

The new life in Christ absolutely d11'f'e,r s from the first

lite.

The old life is merely a product of God's lite-giving

act whioh operated upon dust, but in the second lire the
recipient is not dust but man who has al.l'eady had the til'st
lite.

In the first life, the divine power was in action tor

ore~ting the life ot man, but in the seoond lite. the litegiver is God, s inoarna ted Son.

Therefore, so fa~ as the

life-giving acts of God and means of God's operations are
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concerned, these two lives belong to two entirely
different categories, yet there is an indispensable relationship between the old and the new 11ves.

The signif'i-

oanoy of t h is relationship is shown in the very fact of t r:.e
1no8.l'nation of Christ,

The incarnation of Christ indicates

that to be a :r ee.l .mru1, man must have a body aocording to

God's original design.

In other words, spirit or soul

alone is not an integral life; both this life on the earth
and the life to come in heaven need to have a body.

So that

Christians believe the resurrection of the body instead

or

the immortality of the soul in Greek thought.
Though we divide death hermeneutically into bodily and
spiritua l deaths, but strictly speaking, as there is only
one life in man, death always means the diaintegrity of the
whole life of .man.

Christians are not only given a victory

over the spiritual death, but also the hope of the resurrection of the body by which we might finally overoome all the
defects of our life, and become a perfect life in Christ.
The Bible deals with man's life in its totality and "This

is the testimony, that God gave us eterna l life, and this
lite is in his son.

He who has the Son has lite; he who
has not the Son has not life," 4

l+

I John 5:11-12.
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